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ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
A Unit of the University System of Georgia 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
1 September 1982 
Bell Laboratories 
Crawfords Corner Road 
Holmdel, New Jersey 07733 
Attention : Mr. Don Heirman 
Subject: Monthly Progress and Financial Report No. 1, 
Project A-3310, Purchase Order No. 540621, 
"Spherical Dipole Emission Source," 
covering period 23 July 1982 to 30 August 1982 
Gentlemen: 
The objective of this program is to design, develop, and construct a 
spherical dipole emission source which radiates a known and repeatable field 
level at discrete frequencies from 30 MHz to 200 MHz. The specific tasks to be 
performed are: 
I. Mechanical design and construction of the spherical dipole 
aperture, 
II. Electrical design and construction of the circuitry required for 
the signal generation, and 
III. Performance evaluation of the spherical dipole source. 
During this initial month, Task I and II were initiated with primary 
emphasis being placed on Task I which is now 90% complete. A short descr iption 
of the work performed and the status of these two tasks is as follows: 
Task I: Major emphasis this month was devoted to the mechanical design 
and construction of the spherical dipole aperture. Detailed drawings of the 
-~pherical dipol e aperture were completed and are given in Attachment I. Using 
the NBS prototype as a design guide, modifications were made to electrically 
feed the two hemispheres from rigidly soldered posts rather than the finger 
stock used in the NBS prototype. Also, a rotary switch was incorporated into 
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the mechanical construction so that the radiator could be turned on and off 
without disasembling the sphere. 
The materials required for the mechanical construction of the spherical 
dipole were purchased. The materials and the drawings were then sent to a shop 
for the machining of the two brass hemispheres, the four brass posts, and the 
two delrin rings. After the machining was completed, the spherical dipole was 
assembled with a blank PC board in order to assure proper alignment and verify 
mechanical rigidity and strength. 
Task II: The electrical design of the signal generator (i.e., rf 
oscillator/rf amplifier/pulse generator) was initiated this month. A block 
diagram of the circuit was analyzed, and the major components of each block 
were identified. After a review of available parts was performed, those with 
minimum size and power consumption were chosen. The components were then 
immediately ordered so that delays due to delivery time could be minimized. 
Presently a detailed circuit is being designed and evaluated. 
The power supply circuit (i.e., battery/battery monitor/voltage 
regulator/indicator light) was also initiated this month. Presently, tests 
are being performed on a variety of batteries to determine voltage drop with 
respect to time using a representative 25 rnA initial load. Various types of 
batteries which are being tested include: alkaline, lithium, silver oxide, 
and mercury batteries. Preliminary results of these tests are given in 
Attachment II; these results show that for the batteries tested a standard 9V 
alkaline battery seems to be the best choice. A battery monitor circuit has 
been developed and tested which will shut off an indicator light when the 
voltage level of the battery drops below a set level. The level is adjusted to 
slightly higher than the minimum working voltage of the voltage regulator. In 
order to minimize power consumption, the battery indicator light is flashed on 
··for approximately one second every five seconds. 
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During the next reporting period, it is anticipated that Task I will be 
completed and Task II will be continued. The financial report for this 
initial period is given in Attachment III. 
Respectfully submitted, 
J. C. Mantovani 
Project Director, A-3310 
JCM:gh 
Approved: 
Hugh~. Denny, Chief (J 
Electromagnetic Compatibility Division 
ATIACHMENT I 
MECHANICAL DRAWINGS OF 
SPHERICAL DIPOLE APERTURE 
(HALF SECTION CUTAWAY) 
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SPHERICAL DIPOLE ANTENNA 
Assembled View 
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Brass Suppor t Pos t s 
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SPHERICAL DIPOLE ANTENNA 
Dielectric Ring (Delrin) 
ENG. SCALE 
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PC Board Hold-down (Delrin ) 
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ATTACHMENT II 
BATTERY VOLTAGE DROP WITH 
RESPECT TO TIME FOR 
A 25 rnA INITIAL LOAD 
FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF BATTERIES 
BATTERY: DURACELL ALK 9V <MN1604) 
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BATTERY: VARTA LITHIUM 6V <V28PXL) 
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BATTERY: VARTA SILVER 6V <V28PX) 
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BATTERY: VARTA ALK 6V CV4034PX) 
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BATTERY: DURACELL MERC 5.6V CPX23) 
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ATTACHMENT III - FINANCIAL REPORT 
23 July to 30 August 1982 
Contractual Man-Hours Cumulative Total 
Labor Man-Hours Expended of Expended 
Categories Proposed This Period Man-Hours 
Principal 
Research Engineer 164 8.5 8.5 
Research Engineer I 738 120 120 
Machinist/Technician 72 57.5 57.5 
Secretarial/Clerical/ 
Technical Assistant 480 170 170 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
4 October 1982 
Bell Laboratories 
Crawfords Corner Road 
Holmdel, New Jersey 07733 
Attention: Mr. Don Heirman 
Subject: Monthly Progress and Financial Report No. 2, 
Project A-3310, Purchase Order No. 540621, 
"Spherical Dipole Emission Source," 
covering period 1 September to 30 September 1982 
Gentlemen: 
The objective of this program is to design, develop, and construct a 
spherical dipole emission source which radiates a known and repeatable field 
level at discrete frequencies from 30 MHz to 200 MHz. The specific tasks to 
be performed are: 
I. Mechanical design and construction of the spherical dipole 
aperture, 
II. Electrical design and construction of the circuitry required for 
the signal generation, and 
III. Performance evaluation of the spherical dipole source. 
Efforts this month were directed primarily to Task II on the design of 
the signal generation circuitry. A short description of the worked performed 
1s given in the following paragraphs. 
A preliminary schematic of the signal generation circuitry is given in 
Figure 1. The component values given in Figure 1 are a result of a first cut 
design performed during this reporting period. The signal generator circuit 
consists of a Motorola Kll52A CMOS crystal oscillator, which is used to 
generate the 5 MHz fundamental signal; an amplifier - driver, which delivers 
the requ i red rf power to the diode; an input matching network, which matches 
the output impedance of the amplifier to the impedance of the diode; an 
impulse generator, which converts the input fundamental signal into a 
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Figure 1. Schematic of Signal Generator Circuitry for Spherical Dipole Radiator. 
n 
periodic pulse; and an output matching network, which matches the low output 
impedance of the diode to the input impedance of the spherical dipole. 
The heart of the circuit is the impulse generator section utilizing a HP 
5082-0815 step recovery diode (SRD). The characteristically fast transition 
time of the diode ensures a rise time of the output pulse train which is fast 
enough to contain harmonics through 200 MHz. The drive inductor, LT' 1n this 
section is used to store energy so that when the diode switches from its on to 
off state this energy is transferred to the spherical dipole in the form of a 
transient current. The shorting capacitor, CT' is used to make the input 
impedance of the impulse generator purely resistive at 5 MHz by tuning out the 
drive inductance. The SRD is de biased through the self biasing resistor, ~· 
In order to determine the performance of the SRD the impulse generator 
section of the circuit was tested in a 50 ohm system. An HP 651A test 
oscillator was used to drive the impulse generator. The values given in Figure 
1 for the input matching network were changed in order to match the 50 ohm 
output impedance of the test oscillator. The impulse generator was then 
terminated into the 50 ohm input impedance of a Tektronics 492P spectrum 
analyzer; the values of the output matching network were also varied in order 
to match this load impedance. The results of these measurements, as depicted 
1n Figure 2, show that for a 5 MHz input signal with an amplitude of 5 volts 
peak-to-peak, the output signal consists of harmonics from 30 MHz through 250 
MHz whose amplitudes vary from -6 dBm to -20 dBm. Above 250 MHz the level of 
the harmonics start to roll off and various resonant frequencies can be seen. 
It is noted that the output levels of these signals should be of sufficient 
amplitude to generate the specified minimum field intensity; however, the 
circuit as tested is operating into a 50 ohm matched load. When the spherical 
dipole is used as the load it will not be possible to match the load at all 
frequencies and a loss of output power may be suffered. If such losses are 
too great it may require the use of two or three output matching networks for 
various frequency ranges; these networks can be switched in and out using a 
three pole rotary switch rather than the single pole rotary switch which is 
presently incorporated in the spherical dipole housing. 
The 5 MHz crystal oscillator and VMOS amplifier - driver circuitry were 
then used to drive the impulse generator while still using the spectrum 
analyzer as the load. The value of the resistor, RA' which sets the bias 
current through the VMOS driver was initially set to draw 25 mA bias current. 















Figure 2. Output of Impulse Generator Circuit Driven with an HP651A Test Oscillator 
and Terminated with the 50 ohm Imput Impedance of a Tektronics 492P Spec-
trum Analyzer. 
\ 
circuitry. The value of RA was then changed so that the bias current was 
increased to 50 mA. The resulting output spectrum shown in Figure 3 was 
similar to the previous measurement utilizing the HP 651A test oscillator as 
the driver except that the output levels were decreased by approximately 10 
dB. As the bias current was increased to 100 mA the output levels increased to 
values equivalent to the previous measurement using the test oscillator as the 
driver. Although the levels shown in Figure 3 for a 50 mA bias current should 
be of sufficient amplitude to radiate the minimum required field intensity, a 
50 mA load may be excessive and battery life time may be reduced. Next month, 
tests will be performed to ensure that a 4 hour battery life time is possible 
for a 50 mA load. Also, other possible amplifier -driver configurations will 
be investigated to see if it is possible to drive the impulse generator with a 
lower level of de bias current. 
Tests were also performed this month to measure the output frequency 
drift versus time of two sample CMOS crystal oscillators. Results of this 
test are given in Figure 4 and show that for a constant supply voltage the 
maximum frequency change over an eight hour period is 4Hz, which is much less 
than the specified 4 kHz drift. Since the crystal oscillator will be driven 
off a regulated supply, the frequency drift specification should be easily 
met. 
During the next reporting period it 1s anticipated that Task I and Task 
II will be completed and that the signal generator circuitry will be 
incorporated into the spherical dipole aperture. A financial report for this 
reporting period is given in Attachment I. 
Respectfullv submitted, 
J. C. Mantovani 
Project Director, A-3310 
Approved: 
H. W. Denny;- ChieT --~ 















Figure 3. Output of Impulse Generator Circuit Driven with Crystal Oscillator/VMOS 
Driver Shown in Figure 1 and Terminated with the 50 ohm Input Impedance 
of a Tektronics 492P Spectrum Analyzer. 
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Figure 4. Frequency Drift of Two Motorola Kll52A Crystal Oscillators Versus Time 
for Constant Supply Voltage. 
ATTACHMENT I - FINANCIAL REPORT 
1 September to 30 September 1982 
Contractual Man-Hours Cumulative Total 
Labor Man-Hours Expended of Expended 
Categories Proposed This Period Man-Hours 
Principal 
Research Engineer 164 24.5 33 
Research Engineer I 738 54 174 
Machinist/Technician 72 57.5 57.5 
Secretarial/Clerical/ 
Technical Assistant 480 123.5 293.5 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATtON 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
3 November 1982 
Bell Laboratories 
Crawfords Corner Road 
Holmdel, New Jersey 07733 
Attention: Mr. Don Heirman 
Subject: Monthly Progress and Financial Report No. 3, 
Project A-3310, Purchase Order No. 540621, 
"Spherical Dipole Emission Source," covering 
period 1 October to 31 October 1982 
Gentlemen: 
The objective of this program is to design, develop, and construct a 
spherical dipole emission source which radiates a known and repeatable field 
level at discrete frequencies from 30 MHz to 200 MHz. The specific tasks to 
be performed are: 
I. Mechanical design and construction of the spherical dipole 
aperture, 
II. Electrical design and construction of the circuitry required for 
the signal generation, and 
III. Performance evaluation of the spherical dipole source. 
Efforts this month were d i rected toward t he completion of Task I and Task 
II, and toward the incorporation of the signal generator into the spherical 
dipole aperture. Efforts were also begun in Task III on preliminary 
def i nitions of the measurement site and the measurement setup requirements 
for each of the various performance evaluat i on tests. A short de script i on of 
the work performed in each task is given in the following paragra phs. 
Task I. Measurements of the input impedance of the spherical dipole 
aperture were performed this month us i ng a GR- 1710 ne twork analyzer. Results 
of these measurements are illustrated in Figure 1 showing both the magni tude 
and phase of input impedance over the frequency r ange of 15 MHz - 250 MHz. 
These results show that measured input impedance deviates significantly from 
the theoretical input impedance . In particular, note the resonance at 157.5 
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Figure 1. Measured and Theoret ical Variation of the Magnitude and 
Phase of t he Spherical Dipole Inpu t Impedance as a Function 
of Frequency. 
MHz where the phase angle of the input impedance passes through zero and the 
magnitude nulls to its lowest value of 5 ohms. The metal posts which feed the 
two hemispherical sections, add inductance to the input impedance and are 
probably the cause of the resonance. The theoretical analysis did not account 
for these posts. Also note that at frequencies below 100 MHz the input 
impedance ~s almost completely capacitive, as theoretically predicted. 
However, the value of the capacitance as calculated from the measured value is 
36 pf which is much higher than the predicted 5.5 pf. The measured input 
impedance of the spherical dipole was modeled over the frequency range of 
interest (i.e. 30 MHz-200 MHz) as the series RLC network shown in Figure 2. 
Task II. The signal generator circuitry shown in the previous monthly 
report was improved by changing the input impedance matching network thus 
reducing the required total average current pull of the circuit to 40 mA. 
Tests performed this month indicate that this amount of current drain can be 
sustained for at least a four hour interval with the 9V batteries previously 
chosen. 
An output matching network was developed to match the theoretical input 
impedance of the spherical dipole to the pulse generator circuitry. 
Unfortunately, the input impedance measurements were performed after the 
output matching network was developed. The resonance in the input impedance 
of the spherical dipole at 157.5 MHz will have the effect of extremely 
complicating the development of the output matching network. Two possible 
solutions to this problem which will be investigated are: (1) the use of 
multiple matching networks which can be switched in and out for different 
frequency bands (i.e., possibly one frequency band below resonance, one band 
centered at resonance, and one band above resonance) or (2) shifting the 
resonance frequency of the dipole out beyond 200 MHz by inc reasing the gap 
separation, thus reducing the capacitance between the two hemispheres. The 
disadvantage of the later solution is that it will r equire additional milling 
work which will delay the completion of the construction phase of the program 
by poss i bly a wee k or more. 
A preliminary printed circuit board was layed out and constructed so that 
the signal gene rator circuitry could be incorporated into the spherical 
dipole aperture, thus allowing tests of the signal generator circuitry when 
it is operating into the input impedance o f the dipole. Figure 3 shows the 
completed pc boards with the electrical components, the switch, the 
-. 
CD = 36 pf 
~ 0.028 f.IH 




batteries, and the connecting post all mounted to it. Figures 4 and 5 are a 
pictorial representation of the assembly of the complete spherical dipole. 
As a first cut test, the matching network previously developed for the 
theoretical input impedance was used on the pc board and the spherical dipole 
emitter was assembled to determine if it would radiate a field using this 
simple output matching network. Results of this test were unsuccessful and 
indicate that this matching network will not work. It is believed that the 
input impedance of the spherical dipole loaded the output of the impulse 
generator circuit thus pulling the step recovery diode out of its switching 
state. Next month efforts will be continued to resolve this output matching 
problem so that the spherical dipole emitter will become operational. Note 
that preliminary tests performed on the circuit, in a conducted mode, indicate 
that the amplitude drift and frequency drift requirements should be easily met 
over a four hour interval. 
Task III. Preliminary considerations were begun this month toward the 
determination of the requirements of the measurement sites and measurement 
setups used to perform the performance verification measurements for the 
spherical dipole emitter. A computer program was also developed and tested 
this month to be used with a HP-85 controller to perform the amplitude and 
frequency drift measurements using automated equipment. These measurements 
will be performed in an automated test setup due to the large number of points 
which must be taken. 
During the next reporting period it is anticipated that the output 
matching network problem will be resolved and that the performance 
evaluations tests in Task III will be initiated. A financial report for this 
reporting period is given in Attachment I. 
Approved: 
John C. Mantovani 
Project Director 
' H. W. Denny, Chief ~ \ 
Electromagnetic Compatibility Divi51on 
(a) Component Side of PC Board 
(b) Trace Side of PC Board 
Figure 3 . Assembled PC Board of t he Spheri cal Dipole Circuitry 
Showing Placement of Electrical Components, Rotary 
Switch, Connecting Pos t , and Batteries 
•' 
(a) PC Board Mounted in Delrin Ring Spacer 
(b) Unassembled View 
Figure 4. Unassembled Spherical Dipole Emitter Showing PC Board 
Mounted i n Delrin Ring Spacer and the Two Bras s Hemisphe r i cal 
Sections with Attached Feed Post. 
(a) Half Assembled View 
(b) Assembled View 
Figure 5. Assembled Spherical Dipole Emitter Showing PC Board and 
Delrio Ring Attached to Lower Brass Hemispherical Section 
and Complete Assembled View. 
ATTACHMENT I - FINANCIAL REPORT 
1 October to 31 October 1982 
Contractual Man-Hours Cumulative Total 
Labor Man-Hours Expended of Expended 
Categories Proposed This Period Man-Hours 
Principal 
Research Engineer 164 8 41 
Research Engineer I 738 195 369 
Machinist/Technician 72 57.5 57.5 
Secretarial/Clerical/ 
Technical Assistant 480 43.5 337 
.. 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
A Unit of the University System of Georgia 
Atlanta. Georgia 30332 
1 December 1982 
Bell Laboratories 
Crawfords Corner Road 
Holmdel, New Jersey 07733 
Attention! Mr. Don Heirman 
Subject: Monthly Progress and Financial Report No. 4, 
Project A-3310, Purchase Order No. 540621, 
"Spherical Dipole Emission Source," covering 
period 1 November to 30 November 1982 
Gentlemen: 
The objective of this program is to design, develop, and construct a 
spherical dipole emission source which radiates a known and repeatable field 
level at discrete frequencies from 30 MHz to 200 MHz. The specific tasks 
to be performed are: 
I. Mechanical design and construction of the spherical dipole 
aperture, 
II. Electrical design and construction of the circuitry required for 
the signal generation, and 
III. Performance evaluation of the spherical dipole source. 
This month emphasis was placed in Task II on the finalization of the 
signal generation circuitry, and on the initiation of Task III in the 
performance evaluation of the spherical dipole source. A short description 
of the work performed is presented in the following paragraphs . 
Task II 
The complete schematic of the signal generation circuitry is shown in 
Figure 1. The component value s and part numbers given in Table I are 
equivalent to those on the pr i nted c i rcuit board pre sently emp ~oyed ~n the 
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Signal Generator Circuitry for 
Spherical Dipole Emission Source. 
To Regulator Input 
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TABLE I 
PARTS LIST FOR SIGNAL GENERATOR CIRCUIT 
Resistors caeacitors Transistors 
R1 - 330Q C1 - 1 llf T1 - 2N5828 
R2 - 1.0 kQ C2 - 1 llf T2 - 2N2222 
R3 - 220 kQ C3 - 1 llf T3 - ECG311 
R4 - 220 kQ C4 - 1 llf T4 - 2N3904 
R5 - 150 Q C5 - 4 pf T5 - 2N3906 
R6 - 150 Q C6 - 1 llf 
R7 - 120 Q C7 - Open Batteries 
R8 - 1.0 kQ C8 - 1 llf 
R9 - 1.0 kQ C9 - 1 llf B1 - 9V Alkaline 
RlO- 100 Q C10 - 0.1 llf B2 - 9V Alkaline 
Rll - Short Cll - 0.1 llf 
R12 - 3.6 MQ C12 - 1 llf Inte~rated Circuits 
R13 - 330 kQ C13 - 47 llf 
R14 - 1.0 kQ C14 - 10 llf IC1 - PMI (REF-02) 
R15 - 120 kQ IC2 -MOT. (K1152A-5. 00) 
R16 - 120 kQ Inductors IC3 - LM317 
R17 - 120 kQ IC4 - 7555N 
R18 - 56 kQ L1 - 0.18 H res - LM2903N 
R19 - 120 kQ 12 - 0.1 H 
R20 - 22 kQ Switch 
R21 - 22 kQ Diodes 
R22 - 330 Q SW1 - Centralab (P-501) 
R23 - 22 kQ D1 - HP-5082-0815 
R24 - 1.0 kQ D2 - Red Led 
R25 - 100 Q D3 - IN914 
D4 - IN914 
3 
.. 
spherical dipole housing. All of the performance data shown in this report 
are the results of measurements performed on this printed circuit. The 
signal generator circuitry is divided into three major sections: RF 
generator, output controller, and output indicator. The de power for the 
spherical dipole is supplied by two standard 9 volt batteries. The 
batteries are connected in parallel in order to supply the required current 
drain at 50 mA for a least a 4-hour period. 
The RF generator circuitry can be divided into the following stages: 
de power regulator, 5 MHz signal source, 5 MHz amplifier, impulse 
generator, output matching network, and output driver. The de regulator 
circuitry 1s composed of two individual components--a 5 V Precision 
Monolithic voltage reference (ICl) which is used to power the 5 MHz crystal 
oscillator, and a 5 V voltage regulator ( IC3) which is used to power the 
remaining circuitry. The voltage reference is used to power the 5 MHz 
crystal oscillator since it only requires an input current of 1.1 mA. The 
voltage regulator powers the remaining circuitry since the voltage 
reference cannot supply the required current drain. This configuration 
otpimizes the stability of the output field levels since they are strongly 
dependent on changes in the output of the 5 MHz crystal oscillator, and 
since the voltage reference is more stable than the voltage regulator. A 
Motorola Kll52A CMOS crystal oscillator ( IC2) is used as the 5 MHz signal 
source offering the advantages of small size, low power consumption, 
precise frequency stability, and precise output level stability (with 
constant input voltage). The 5 MHz amplifier stage utilizes two bipolar 
transistors in a Darlington configuration (Tl, T2) with the output 
transistor in a common collector stage, thus offering the advantages of a 
high input impedance, low output impedance, current amplification, and a 
low parts count. The impulse generator circuit utilizes a step recovery 
diode, SRD, (Dl) with a characteristically fast transition time to ensure 
that the output of the pulse train has a rise time which is fast enough to 
contain harmonics through 200 MHz. The drive inductor (11) in this section 
is used to store energy so that when the diode switches from its on to off 
state this energy is transferred to the spherical dipole in the form of a 
transient current. The SRD is de biased through the self biasing resistor 
(R6). The output matching network (12, C5, R7) is used to present the 
proper load impedance to the impulse generator circuit and is configured as 
4 
a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 250 MHz. The output driver 
circuit utilizes a high frequency BJT transistor configured in a common 
collector stage in order to present a low output impedance maximizing the 
input current to the antenna. 
The output controller circuit consists of a manual on/off switch which 
is used to turn off the output field by removing the battery power from the 
signal generator circuit, and an automatic on/off switch which removes the 
battery power when the battery voltage drops below the voltage required to 
maintain regulation. The manual on/off switch (SWI) is a subminiature 2-
position rotary switch which is mechanically attached to the two spherical 
dipole halves; thus, when the spherical dipole is assembled, the output 
field can be turned on and off, without disassembly, by rotating the two 
sphere halves in opposite directions. The automatic on/off switch utilizes 
a comparator ( IC5) to monitor the battery de voltage comparing it to the 
regulated +5 voltage. When the battery voltage drops below 7.0 volts, 
regulation can no longer be maintained. Thus, the comparator output is set 
to switch from its normally high state to a low state when the battery 
voltage equals 7. 0 volts. When the comparators output drops to its low 
state, transistor T4 is shut off which in turn shuts transistor T5 off, 
thus removing the battery voltage from the complete signal generator 
circuit. The automatic on/off switch is initially allowed to turn on by 
the initial transient which is conducted through the initializing capacitor 
( Cl4). The resistor (R25) connected to the second position of the manual 
on/off switch is used to discharge the initializing capacitor (Cl4) when 
the circuit is turned off. 
The output indicator circuit utilizes a flashing LED (D2) to visually 
indicate that the field is turned on. The LED is pulsed at approximately a 
one second repetition rate and a 10 percent duty cycle; thus, power 
consumption used in the output indicator circuit is reduced by 
approximately 90 percent from the power consumption required to have the 
. LED on continuously. The pulse rate and duty cycle are controlled by the 
7555 timer (IC4), resistors (Rl2 and Rl3), and capacitor (ClO). The 7555 
timer is a CMOS version of a 555 timer. The CMOS version is used since its 
power dissipation is much less than the 555 timer. The output indicator 
circuit is powered by the 5 volt regulator; thus, when the battery voltage 
5 
drops below the required level to maintain regulation, the output 
controller circuit turns off the LED flasher as well as the radiated field. 
Task III 
Preliminary measurements were performed this month in order to verify 
that the spherical dipole source would meet the required performance 
specifications. In particular, measurements were made of the frequency and 
amplitude drift of the signal source as a function of time and of the 
relative radiated field levels. In addition, an outdoor open area test 
site was constructed and spot measurements of the site attenuation factor 
were performed. 
The amplitude and frequency drift of the spherical dipole source was 
measured as a function of time utilizing a new set of Duracell alkaline 9 
volt batteries. These measurements were performed in an automated 
measurement setup utilizing an HP-85 desktop computer as the controller, a 
Tektronics 492P spectrum analyzer as the receiver for the amplitude 
measurements, and an EIP 548A frequency counter to perform the frequency 
drift measurements. These measurements were performed in a conducted mode 
as shown in Figure 2 and are representative of the radiated field when the 
circuit is operating in the spherical dipole housing. Results of these 
measurements are given in Attachment I. Note from these plots that a 7.5 
hour battery life time was realized before the output control circuit 
removed the battery voltage easily meeting the four-hour operating time 
requirement. From the plot of the frequency drift of the 35 harmonic (175 
MHz) it is seen that a maximum frequency drift of only 120 Hz was measured 
during the entire battery life time. Thus, the frequency drift of the 40th 
harmonic (200 MHz signal) would be 137 Hz over the entire battery lifetime. 
Also note from the plots of the output levels at each frequency that ~1 dB 
amplitude variation over a 4 hour interval is also easily met at each 
frequency. 
The output levels of the signal source were measured at each frequency 
with the circuit operating in the following three configurations: ( 1) 
using the 50 ohm input impedance of the spectrum analyzer as the 
terminating impedance, (2) using the spherical dipole input impedance in 
parallel with the 50 ohm input impedance of the spectrum analyzer as the 
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Figure 2. Block Diagram of Automated Measurement Setup Used to 
Perform Amplitude and Frequency Drift Measurements as 































(b) Frequency Range 0 - 1000 MHz 
Figure 3. Output of the Signal Generator Circuitry Terminated 
































(b) Frequency Range 0 - 1000 MHz 
Figure 4. Output of the Signal Generator Circuitry Terminated 
with the Spherical Dipole Antenna in Parallel with 
































(b) Frequency Range 0 - 1000 MHz 
Figure 5. Output of the Signal Generator Circuitry Terminated 
with the Spherical Dipole Antenna Radiating into a 
TEM Chamber. 
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and 5 show the results of these measurements, respectively. Each of these 
figures consist of two photographs of the spectrum analyzer display, one 
showing the frequency range of interest (0 to 200 MHz) and one showing the 
frequency range between 0 and 1000 MHz. Figure 3 shows that the conducted 
output levels between 30 MHz and 200 MHz vary approximately 18 dB and that 
output signals are present above the spectrum analyzer noise floor as far 
out as 900 MHz. Note, from Figure 4 that the impedance of the spherical 
dipole tends to attenuate the output levels of the higher harmonics while 
the output levels in the required frequency range are generally unaffected. 
Figure 5 shows the relative radiated field levels of the spherical dipole 
source operating in a TEM cell. Note, that resonance of the spherical 
dipole input impedance at approximately 120 MHz introduces a 12 to 14 dB 
null in the field level at this frequency. Also, note that the radiated 
field levels generally increase with increasing frequency over the 30 to 
200 MHz frequency range, whereas the conducted levels shown in Figures 3 
and 4 decreased with increasing frequency. This phenomena can be explained 
by the fact that the radiation efficiency of the spherical dipole tends to 
increase with incresing frequency since the aperture is a larger fraction 
of a wavelength. 
One spot measurement of the field density in an anechoic chamber was 
made at 200 MHz for a 3 meter separation distance between the spherical 
dipole source and the receiving antenna. A tuned dipole was used for the 
receiving antenna and the field density was calculated from the received 
power leve 1 to be -60 dBm/m2 (56 dB J.l V /m) which is 26 dB above the minimum 
required level. Thus, if it is assumed that the relative radiated field 
levels on the outdoor field site will be equivalent to those measured in 
the TEM cell, then the field intensities o.f all the signals in the 30 to 
200 MHz frequency range should be above the minimum specified field level. 
In particular, note from Figure 5 that the lowest field component is at 120 
MHz and it is approximately 14 dB below the level of the 200 MHz field 




4 n A. 2 
the power density at 120 MHz can be approximated to be -70 dBm/m
2 
(46 
dBJ.J V/m) which is still 16 dB above the minimum required level. 
11 
Efforts this month were also placed on the construction of an outdoor 
open area test site. A 9 meter by 6 meter ground plane was constructed out 
of a one-inch wire grid. All of the joints were tied together with 22 AWG 
solid tinned copper wire. Using a torch, these joints were then 
continuously soldered together. An antenna mount for the spherical dipole 
was constructed out of 2.5 inch OD plexiglass tubing. The mount was 
constructed so that it could either sit on a flat surface or be attached to 
a tripod utilizing a 1/4-20 screw-on. A polarization alignment jig was 
also fabricated so that the spherical dipole antenna could be easily 
aligned in both vertical and horizontal polarization. Initial spot 
measurements of the site attenuation factor indicate that the reflectivity 
of the area does meet the requirements set forth in the ANSI document 
C63.2. 
During the next reporting period, it is anticipated that the absolute 
field level measurements will be performed on the open area test site and 
that the horizontal and vertical polarization azimuth radiation pattern 
measurements will be performed. In addition a second spherical dipole will 
be constructed identical to the first under P. 0 . No. 562,084. A shipment 
and storage container will also be constructed for both antennas and will 
accommodate both the spherical dipole antenna, the antenna mount, and the 
polarization alignment jig. 
Respectfully submitted, 
J. C.Mantovani 
Project Director, A-3310 
JCM:gh 
Approved: 
H. W. Denny, Chief 
Electromagnetic Compatibility Division 
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A'ITA.CHMENT I 
FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE 
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POWER DRIFT TEST 12/07/82 
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FOREWORD 
This report was prepared by the Electronics and Computer Systems Labora-
tory of the Engineering Experiment Station (EES) of the Georgia Institute of 
Technology. The work was performed for Bell Laboratories/American Bell, Inc. 
under EES Project A-3310. The described work was conducted under the general 
supervision of Mr. F. L. Cain, Director of the Electronics and Computer 
Systems Laboratory; Mr. H. W. Denny, Chief of the Electromagnetics 
Compatibility Division; and Mr. J. C. Mantovani, Project Director. The 
report summarizes the design, construction, and calibration phases of a 5-
month technical effort directed to developing a spherical dipole em1ss1on 
source for use as a standard radiating reference. 
The author wishes to express his appreciation to Mr. W. B. Warren, 
Assistant Director of the Electronics and Computer Systems Laboratory, for 
his technical assistance 1n the design phase of the spherical dipole 
transmitter circuitry, and to Mr. J. P. Rohrbaugh and Mr. J. G. Hotchkiss for 
their overall assistance in the design, construction, and calibration phases 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The Federal Communications Commission limits radiated RF emissions; most 
recently, emphasis has been placed on computing devices. A test site 
description and emission testing procedures for evaluating compliance with 
these emission requirements has recently been set forth in ANSI Standard 
C63.4 (1]. Because of variations between test sites such as ground plane 
conductivity and the presence of reflecting objects (cables, equipment, 
support structures, etc.), the levels of the radiated emissions measured from 
a particular device can vary from one test site to another. To minimize the 
site dependency of measured radiated emission levels, extreme care must be 
taken to assure that test sites are made as similar as possible in both the 
geometrical layout and the electrical characteristics. 
One approach to achieving and assuring test site comparability is to 
utilize an emitting device having known and repeatable radiation properties 
as a transfer standard. By comparing the measured levels of the EM fields 
produced by this "standard radiating reference" at different test sites, test 
site variations can be defined. 
1.1 Program Objective 
This report summarizes the results of a program whose objective was 
the design, construction, and calibration of an emission source which could 
serve as such a "standard radiating reference". The source was required to 
operate over the frequency range from 30 MHz to 200 MHz, radiate an 
omnidirectional field in the plane normal to the axis of the source, and 
generate an electromagnetic field with a known and highly repeatable field 
strength level. 
To satisfy the above objective, major efforts under the program were 
directed to: (1) developing a signal generation scheme which would cover the 
desired frequency range, maintain the desired stability, and produce the 
desired output power level; (2) constructing the source transmitter/antenna 
configuration; (3) verifying that the design goals were satisfied; and (4) 
calibrating the two sources which were constructed. 
1.2 Performance Goals 
The performance goals of the emission source are given in Table I. 
As seen from this table, the source was required to ei ther be continuously 
1 
TABLE I 
PERFORMANCE GOALS OF TRANSMITTING SYSTEM 
Frequency Range 
Emission Characteristics 






30 MHz - 200 MHz 
Continuous or Less Than 10 MHz Increments 
A Minimum Level of 30 dB~V/m Measured at 
3-meter Horizontal Separation, Over Entire 
Frequency Range 
4 Hours Minimum 
Less Than 4 kHz Drift Over a Four Hour 
Interval 
Less Than + 1 dB Drift Over a Four Hour 
Interval 
Within + 1 dB 
Typical Dipole Donut Pattern Throughout 
Entire Frequency Range; Omnidirectional 
(Less Than ± 2 dB Variation For 360 
Degree Rotation) In Plane Normal to the 
Axis of the Dipole, and Maximum Field 
in Plane Going Through Center of Dipole 
and Normal to It 
2 
tunable or generate discrete, evenly-spaced signals (maximum of 10 MHz 
between each signal) over the 30 MHz to 200 MHz frequency range, and provide a 
minimum field strength level of 30 dBlJV/m over this frequency range, at a 
horizontal distance of 3 meters from the source. The frequency and amplitude 
drift of the radiated field at each frequency were specified to be less than 4 
kHz and + 1.0 dB, respectively. The radiation characteristics of the 
transmitting system over 
equivalent to the donut 
the entire frequency range were specified 
pattern associated with an electrically 
to be 
small 
antenna. Particularly, the characteristics of the field in the plane normal 
to the ax1s of the transmitting system were to be omnidirectional with less 
than + 2 dB variation throughout the entire 360 degree rotation. 
1.3 Design Approach 
The radiated field generated by a conventional transmitting system 
1s usually affected by the placement/position and electrical length of the 
coaxial cable connecting the transmitting antenna to the remotely located 
transmitter. Errors in the amplitude of the radiated field caused by cable 
placement and positioning require that the transmitting system must be 
completely self contained. The basic design concept was to place the 
transmitting circuitry and associated power supply physically inside the 
radiating aperture. In this manner the transmitting system could be placed 1n 
the test site and operated in the absence of any connecting cabling. 
This design concept was based on the result of a fixed frequency 30 MHz 
spherical dipole radiator constructed at the National Bureau of Standards 
(NBS) and used in the evaluation of the receiving properties of TEM cells [ 2 ]. 
This basic design was used as a prototype for the design of broadband 
transmitting system meeting the design goals given above . The spher i cal 
dipole design offers the advantages of (1) being completely self-contained 
with no interconnecting cables, thus eliminating possible errors caused by 
cable placement and positioning; (2) providing the physical room necessary 
for housing the transmitter circui t r y by forming the spherical d i pole out o f 
two hollow hemispherical sections; (3) having radiation characteristics which 
can be analytically determined, and which are cons i stent with the desired 
radiat i on character i stics of the transmitting system; and (4) minimizing 
inte r actions between the transmi tt ing system and t he receiving antennas since 
i ts size can be kept e lectricall y small. 
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Although this approach eliminates problems caused by cable placement, it 
places several limitations on the design. Since it is desired to keep the 
spherical dipole electrically small such that it acts as a "point source 
radiator," the physical size of the spherical dipole is set by the operating 
frequency requirements. Thus, a limitation is placed on the physical size of 
the transmitter circuitry and on the batteries used to power the transmitter. 
Since the physical size of the batteries is limited the available power from 
the batteries is also limited. This, in turn, places a limit on the output 
field levels for a given battery life. 
In order to simplify the transmitter circuitry and correspondingly mini-
m1ze its physical space requirements, a transmitter which covers the desir~d 
frequency range with discrete, rather than continuous tuning, evenly-spaced 
signals, was used. This approach was chosen because it minimized space 
requirements and because the frequency stability of a discrete coherent 
frequency transmitter using frequency synthesis 1s much better than the 
frequency stability of a continuously tunable transmitter. The form of 
coherent frequency synthesis used involves the generation of a pulse train 
with a high harmonic content from a single CW signal source. Fourier analysis 
shows that the frequency spectrum of the pulse train contains the fundamental 
frequency plus all of its harmonics up to some frequency limit which is set by 
the rise and fall time of the pulse as well as by the pulse width. In this 
manner, the frequency stability of each signal component 1s harmonically 
related to the single fundamental source frequency which can be made highly 
stable through the use of crystal control. 
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2.0 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
The design and construction of a spherical dipole source which radiates a 
known and repeatable signal at discrete frequencies from 30 MHz to 200 MHz can 
be categorized into two major subsections: (1) the mechanical design and 
construction of the spherical dipole antenna and mounting apparatus, and (2) 
the electrical design and construction of the transmitter circuitry. 
2.1 Mechanical 
The spherical dipole source development began with the mechanical 
design and construction of the spherical dipole antenna. The antenna was 
designed to serve the dual purpose of being the radiating aperture and housing 
the transmitter and power supply. Amount for the spherical dipole source and 
an associated polarization alignment tool were also included 1n the 
mechanical design and construction phase of the program. 
2.1.1 Spherical Dipole Antenna 
The overall design of the spherical dipole antenna was based on the 
National Bureau of Standard's 30 MHz, 10 em diameter spherical dipole radiator 
(as requested in RFQ No. 82-42-PRG). Several modifications were made to 
improve the mechanical rigidity and assembly of the NBS prototype, although 
the overall dimensions (10 em diameter and 1/8 inch gap spacing) were left 
unchanged. 
A cross-sectional v1ew of the spherical dipole antenna is illustrated in 
Figure 1. A complete set of mechanical drawings showing the dimensions and 
details of the various pieces of the antenna are given in Attachment I. The 
hemispherical sections, the feed posts, and the attachment posts of the 
antenna were all machined out of brass, while the spacer ring and the 
attachment ring were machined out of Delrin~ a dielectric material. 
The transmitter circuitry is mounted on the printed circuit board, which 
is mounted securely 1n the spacer ring with the attachment ring and three 
teflon screws, as shown in Figure 1. A rotary switch is mounted at the center 
of the PC board so that the transmitter can be turned on and off without 
disassembling the sphere. The two feed posts, shown in Figure 1, are rigidly 
soldered to the two hemispherical sections. Assembly of the spherical dipole 
is accomplished through a clockwise rotation of the threaded feed posts into 
the attachment posts which are rigidly secured to the rotary switch. The stop 
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Figure 1. 
~~--~---------------------- Upper Hemisphere 
~-4-----~~~~------------------Upper Feed Post 
~~~------~~~-------------Stop Nut 
Cross Sec t ional View o f Spherical Dipole Antenna. 
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nuts on the feed posts are set so that the feed post will stop threading into 
the attachment post when the hemispheres come into contact with the spac~r 
ring. A further clockwise rotation of the lower hemisphere will thus cause 
the rotary switch to energize the transmitter, while a counter-clockwise 
rotation will turn it off. 
2.1.2 Antenna Mount and Alignment Tool 
An electrically transparent mount was designed and constructed to 
hold the spherical dipole when in use. The mount was designed such that it 
could either sit on a flat surface or be attached to a tripod which utilizes a 
1/4-20 set screw (typically used on antenna tripods). The spherical dipole 
can be oriented on the mount to support either vertical or horizontal polar-
izations. Accurate and repeatable polariza tion alignment is accomplished 
through the use of the polarization alignment tool which is incorporated into 
the design of the antenna mount. 
A perspective view of the spherical dipole and mount is illustrated in 
Figure 2. The mount is fabricated out of plexiglas using 2.5 inch (6.4 em) 
outer-diameter tubing for the support cylinder and a 1/4 inch (0.64 em) 
plexiglas sheet for the base plate. When the spherical dipole is placed in 
the cylindrical antenna mount, its center is 11-1/8 inches (28.3 em) above the 
surface that the mount is placed upon. The horizontal distance from the 
c enter o f the spherical dipole to the edge o f the base of the mount is equa l to 
3 inches (7.6 em). Horizontal separation between the spherical dipole and 
receiving antenna can then be measured by subtracting 3 inches (7.6 em) from 
the desired separation and using the base of the mount as a reference point. 
Figure 3 is an illustration of the alignment tool placed on the ante nna 
mount. The top horizontal edge of the hal f cylinde r and the rounded edg e of 
the vertical blade are used as reference lines for proper polarization align-
ment. For vertical polarization, the top edge of the spacer ring on the 
spherical dipole is placed even with the top horizontal edge of the alignment 
t ool, as s een ~n Figure 4. For horizontal polariza tion, the space r ring is 
centered on the vertical edge of the center blade of the alignment tool, as 
seen in Figure 5. After the spherical dipole is placed on the antenna mount 
and aligne d for the desired polarization, the alignment tool is carefully 
removed f rom the mount. The mechan i cal drawings o f the a ntenna mount and 
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Figure 3. 
Horizontal Edge of the Alignment 
Tool Used for Vertical Polarization 
Alignment 
Vertical Edge of the Alignment Tool 
Center Blade Used for Horizontal 
Polarization Alignment 
Alignment Tool and Mount for Spherical Dipo le Source. 
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Figure 4. Spherical Dipole Mounted for Vertical Polarization Using 
the Top Horizontal Edge of the Alignment Tool 
10 
Figure 5. Spherical Dipole Mounted for Horizontal Polarization Using 
the Vertical Edge of the Center Blade of the Alignment Tool 
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2.2 Electrical 
As previously discussed, the design of the transmitter involved the 
generation of multiple discrete frequency signals throughout the specified 
frequency range of 30 to 200 MHz. These signals were generated using a pulse 
train with a 5 MHz pulse repetition rate. Through Fourier analysis it can be 
shown that the frequency spectrum of the pulse train conta i ns t he 5 MHz 
fundamental signal and all of its harmonics up to a frequency limit which is 
set by the pulse rise and fall times and by the pulse width. This technique 
has the advantage of coherent synthesis in that the frequency stability of all 
of the signal components are dependent on a single signal source. In 
particular , if a crystal controlled frequency source is used to drive a n 
impulse generator, then the frequency stability of each harmonic will be equal 
to the frequency stability of the crystal controlled source multiplied by its 
harmonic number. The amplitudes of the harmonics generated by the impulse 
generator are influenced by the load impedance presented to the impulse 
generator. Thus, through the proper design of an output matching network , a 
relatively uniform amplitude distribution can be obtained over the specified 
frequency band. 
A complete block diagram of the transmitter 1s shown in Figure 6. The 
three major sections of the transmitter are (1) the RF generator, (2) the 
power supply, and (3) the output indicator. The RF generator is the heart of 
the transmitter circuitry since it delivers the RF signal to the antenna. The 
RF generator consists of a 5 MHz signal source, a 5 MHz amplifier, an impu l se 
generator, a matching network, and an output driver circuit. The power supply 
s erves the dual purpose of suppling power to the tra nsmitter circuitry and 
controll i ng the radiated output by monitoring t he power source life . The 
powe r supply inc lude s a de powe r source, an outpu t controller, and a de 
regulator. The output indicator visually i ndica tes t hat the transmitting 
sys tem i s energized by fla s hing a l ight emitting diode ( LED) at a period i c 
rate set by the timer circuitry. 
The required electronic c i r cui t ry us ed to i mplement t he block diagram 
shown in Figure 6 is discussed i n the following three subsections. The 
component values and part numbers for the components shown in t he s chema tic 
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2.2.1 RF Generator 
The schematic diagram of the RF generator circuitry is shown in 
Figure 7. The CMOS crystal oscillator (ICl) used as the 5 MHz signal source 
offers the advantages of small size, low power consumption, precise frequency 
stability, and precise output level stability (with constant input de supply 
voltage). The 5 MHz amplifier stage utilizes two bipolar transistors (Tl, T2) 
in a Darlington configuration with the output configured as a common collector 
stage, thus offering the advantages of high input impedance, low output 
impedance, current amplification, and low parts count. The impulse generator 
circuit utilizes a step recovery diode (Dl) with a characteristically fast 
transition time to ensure that the output o·f the pulse train has a . rise time 
which is sufficient to generate harmonics through 200 MHz. The drive inductor 
(Ll) in this section is used to store energy so that when the diode switches 
from its on to off state this energy is transferred to the spherical dipole 
antenna in the form of a transient current. The step recovery diode is de 
biased through the self biasing resistor (R5). The output matching network 
(L2, C5, R6, C6, Pl) is used to present the proper load impedance to the 
impulse generator circuit and ~s configured as a broadband matching network 
with a cutoff frequency of 250 MHz. The 3:1 transformer (Pl) is used to step 
up the input pulse level driven into the bipolar transistor (T3) used in the 
output driver circuit. This circuit is configured as a class C amplifier with 
transistor (T3) biased off. When the input voltage applied to the base of the 
transmitter exceeds 0. 7 volts the transistor is turned on and is quickly 
driven into saturation. Since the input signal to the transistor ~s a pulse 
train with a low duty cycle, a significant savings in battery current drain is 
obtained over a Class A amplifier. Also, s~nce the supply current is fed 
through an inductor (L3), no de voltage drop occurs and the output voltage can 
swing higher than the supply voltage, due to the stored energy in the magnetic 
field of the inductor. The result is an output waveform which is a pulse 
train with an amplitude of approximately 22 volts peak and a rise time which 
is fast enough to ensure output harmonics through 250 MHz. 
Measurements of the input impedance of the spherical dipole antenna were 
performed using a GR- 1710 network analyzer. The results of these measurements 
are illustrated in Figure 8 showing both the magnitude and phase of the input 
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at 157.5 MHz where the phase angle of the input impedance passes through zero 
and the magnitude nulls to its lowest value of 5 ohms. (It is believed that 
the inductance of the metal posts which feed the two hemispherical sections 
cause this resonance condition.) Also note that at frequencies below 100 MHz 
the input impedance 1s almost completely capacitive, as theoretically 
predicted [3]. The value of the capacitance as calculated from the measured 
impedance data 1s 36 pf, while the calculated inductance is 0.028 ~H. The 
input impedance of the spherical dipole can be modeled from the measured data 
as the series RLC network shown in Figure 9. 
The value of the radiation resistance of electrically small antennas is 
known to be proportional to frequency squared [ 4]. Thus, the value of the 
resistor R 1n the equivalent model is found by noting that at resonance 
(157.5 MHz) the input impedance is purely resistive and, from Figure 8, is 
equal to 5 ohms. From this measurement the proportionality constant is easily 
found to be 2.02 x l0-16 by dividing 5 ohms by the square of the frequency of 
resonance. 
2.2.2 Power Supply 
Figure 10 shows the schematic diagram of the power supply circuitry 
for the spherical dipole transmitter. The de power is supplied by two 
standard 9 volt batteries connected 1n ser1es. In order to maintain de 
regulation, the battery voltage must be equal to or greater than 11.5 volts. 
Thus, the de power supply life can be defined to be the time required to drain 
the battery voltage to 11.5 volts. Results of measurements performed indicate 
that a 9 volt alkaline battery will drain from 9 volts to 6.1 volts in 6 hours 
for an initial current drain of 55 rnA, as seen in Figure 11. Since this is 
approximately equal to the total current drain of the transmitting circuitry, 
two 9V batteries 1n series will provide a de power supply life of 
approximately 6 hours. 
The output controller 1s used to manually turn the transmitter on and off 
and to automatically deenergize the transmitter when the battery l ife is 
exhausted. The manual on/off switch (SWl) is a subminiature 2-position rotary 
switch which is mechanically attached to the two spherical dipole halves. As 
previously discussed, this switch is used to manually energize/deenergize the 
transmitter by rotating the two brass hemispheres of the assembled spherical 
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Figure 11. Battery Voltage Drain with Respect to Time for a SSmA 
Initial Load. 
comparator (IC2) to compare the battery de voltage to the regulated supply 
voltage. The comparator output is set through resistors R8, R9, and R10 to 
switch from its normally high state to a low state when the battery voltage 
falls to 12.0 volts. · When the comparator output drops to its low state, 
transistor T4 is shut off which in turn shuts transistor T5 off. When 
transistor T5 ~s turned off the battery voltage is removed from the de 
regulator input, which turns off the transmitter and the output indicator 
light. The automatic on/off switch is initially allowed to turn on by the 
initial transient which ~s conducted through the initializing capacitor 
(Cll). The resistor (Rl7) connected to the second position of the manual 
on/off switch is used to discharge the initializing capacitor (Cll) when the 
circuit is turned off. 
The de regulator circuitry utilizes two independent regulators -- a 5 V 
Precision Monolitic voltage reference (IC3) which is used to power the 5 MHz 
crystal oscillator, and an adjustable voltage regulator (IC4) which is set to 
9.5 volts through resistors (Rl8 and Rl9) and is used to power the remaining 
circuitry. The voltage reference (IC3) output voltage stability is 
temperature compensated and its longterm stability is specified to be more 
accurate than the voltage regulator (IC4); however, the voltage regulator has 
higher output current capacity. Thus, the voltage reference is used to power 
the 5 MHz crystal oscillator since the oscillator only requires an input 
current of 1.1 mA, and since the output level of the oscillator is highly 
dependent on the input de voltage. The voltage regulator powers the remaining 
circuitry supplying the required current. This configuration optimizes the 
stability of the output field levels. 
2.2.3 Output Indicator 
The output indicator circuitry, shown ~n Figure 12, utilizes a 
flashing LED (D4) to visually indicate that the transmitter is energized. The 
LED is pulsed at approximately a one second repetition rate and a 10 percent 
duty cycle; thus, power consumption used in the output indicator circuit is 
reduced by approximately 90 percent from the power consumption required to 
have the LED on continuously. The pulse rate and duty cycle are controlled by 
the 7555 timer (IC5), resistors (R20 and R21), and capacitor (Cl3). The 7555 
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Figure 12. Schematic Diagram of the Output Indicator Circuitry 
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powered by the 9.5 volt regulator (IC4); thus, when the battery voltage drops 
below the required level to maintain regulation, the output controller 
circuit turns off the LED flasher as well as the radiated field. In this 
manner, the output indicator light provides a visual indication that the 
battery voltage is sufficient to maintain regulation of the transmitter 
output level. 
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3. 0 CALIBRATION MEASUREMENTS 
Calibration measurements were performed to define the performance 
characteristics of the spherical dipole source. Individual tests include 
spectrum content measurements, amplitude and frequency drift measurements, 
radiation pattern measurements, 3-meter field strength measurements, and 
repeatability measurements. The measurement procedures and technique for 
each of the various performance tests are described below and the results of 
the performance tests are presented in sunnnary form. The complete set of 
performance data for each of the two individual spherical dipole sources 
construe ted are given under separate cover en tit led "Performance Data, 
Sphe~ical Di~ole Source, Serial No • . OOS or 006'' [5-6]. 
3.1 Spectrum Content Measurements 
The spectrum content measurements involved the determination of the 
power output/field strength versus frequency characteristics of the spherical 
dipole source. Thus, the spectrum content measurements include the 
definition of both desired and undesired emissions. The desired emissions are 
comprised of the 5 MHz fundamental signal and all of its associated harmonics 
up to and beyond 200 MHz. Undesired emissions would include signals at 
frequencies which are not a harmonic multiple of the 5 MHz fundamental but may 
be a result of intermodulation products or modulation components. 
The spectrum content measurements were performed in both a conducted and 
radiated mode. The conducted measurements were performed in a shielded room 
1n order to eliminate interference caused by signals in the external 
environment which might couple into the test setup. The radiated measurements 
were performed in a TEM cell which served the dual purpose of isolating the 
radiated field from the environment and providing a receiving aperture for the 
radiated field which has a relatively uniform response for frequencies from de 
up to its cutoff frequency of 200 MHz. Above 200 MHz, high-frequency 
resonances and multimoding occur within the cell and distort the uniform 
characteristics of the cell's TEM mode. 
Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the spectrum content conducted measurement 
set up and the instrumentation interconnection, respectively. A conducted 
measurement attachment fixture was used to connect the spherical dipole to the 
receiver. Its assembly is illustrated in Figure 15. After the two hemispheres 
24 
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Figure 15. Exploded View Showing Assembly of Spherical Dipole onto the 
Conducted Measurement Setup Attachment Fixture. 
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are disconnected from the attachment posts and the attachment fixture 1s 
assembled onto the Delrin ring, the rotary switch is rotated clockwise to turn 
the transmitter on. The hemispheres are then screwed onto the attachment 
posts until they come into firm contact with the attachment fixture. 
A Tektronics 492P spectrum analyzer was used as the receiver. Using a 
100 kHz resolution bandwidth the spectrum analyzer was initially set to have a 
20 MHz span/division scale on the horizontal axis and a 10 dB/division scale 
on the vertical axis. With the center frequency set to 100 MHz, the spectrum 
content from 0-200 MHz could be viewed on the spectrum analyzer display. 
Changing the frequency span/division to 50 MHz and center frequency to 250 MHz 
allowed the spectrum from 0-500 MHz to be viewed. Results of these 
measurements on spherical dipole Serial Number 006 are shown in Figure 16. 
Note that all of the conducted signals measured are desired signals (harmonics 
of the 5 MHz fundamental) and that their levels varied approximately 30 dB 
over the 30-200 MHz frequency band. 
In order to get an accurate reading of the level of each signal 
component, the spectrum analyzer's vertical display setting was changed to 1 
dB/division and its frequency span to 500 kHz/division. The center frequency 
was then tuned to each harmonic frequency from 30 MHz to 200 MHz and the level 
of each signal measured in an automated mode using the HP-85 desktop computer 
as the controller. 
documents [5-6]. 
These results are tabulated in the "Performance Data" 
The spectrum content measurements were then repeated in a radiated mode 
using a TEM cell as depicted in Figure 17. A block diagram of the instrumen-
tation se t up is shown 1n Figure 18. The measurements and measurement 
procedures were identical to those described above for the conducted measure-
ments. The radiated spectrum for spherical dipole Seria l Number 006 as 
measured in the TEM cell is shown in Figure 19. Note that the measured field 
l evels var i ed a pproxima tely 18 dB over the 30-200 MHz band. Al s o no te the 
resonance of the radiated spectrum at approximately 150 MHz which can be 
associ a ted with the measure d r esonance of the impedance o f the spherical 
dipole antenna. The radiated spectrum above 200 MHz could not be measured in 
the TEM ce l l due to resonance and multimoding problems associa ted with t he TEM 
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Figure 16. Spectrum Content of the Conducted Signal Levels Onto the 
Spherical Dipole Antenna Terminated Into the SO ohm Input 
Impedance of the Spectrum Analyzer. 
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Figure 18. Block Diagram Identifying Instrumentation Interconnection 
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Figure 19. Spectrum Content of the Radiated Field From the Spherical 
Dipole Transmitting Anetnna System as Received Through a 
TEM Cell. 
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30 and 200 MHz for the two spherical dipole transmitters are also given ~n the 
"Performance Data" documents (5-6]. 
3.2 Frequency and Amplitude Drift Measurements 
This section describes the measurements performed to determine the 
frequency and amplitude drift versus time of the radiated signals. These 
measurements are also indirectly a measure of the battery life, s~nce as 
previously stated, the transmitter automatically turns itself off when the 
battery voltage is drained below 12.0 volts. A new set of batteries was used 
at the start of the test and the battery life determined by noting the time at 
which all the field components went to zero. 
The measurements were performed in a radiated mode using the TEM cell as 
the receiving aperture. Since the frequency drift of each of the rad1ated 
signal components are all harmonically related to the frequency drift of the 
fundamental oscillator (5 MHz), frequency drift measurements on all the 
radiated signal components were not required. Through the use of appropriate 
multipliers, the measured value of frequency drift for one frequency 
component can be used to calculate the frequency drift of all other frequency 
components. The 40th harmonic of the fundamental oscillator frequency (200 
MHz) was selected for measurement since it will exhibit the largest frequency 
drift of those signals in the 30-200 MHz frequency band, thus offering the 
maximum measurement sensitivity. The frequency drift of all other frequency 
components can then be calculated by multiplying the measured drift of the 
40th harmonic frequency by X/40, where X equals the harmonic number of the 
signal for which the drift is being calculated. The amplitudes of the harmonic 
signals are not harmonically related, however, and may vary independently; 
thus the amplitude drift measurements were performed on each of the signal 
components in the 30 to 200 MHz frequency range. 
Due to the large number of points required for these tests, the measure-
ments were performed ~n an automated measurement setup utilizing an HP-85 
desktop computer as the controller, a Tektronics 492P spectrum analyzer as the 
receiver for the amplitude measurements, and an EIP 548A frequency counter to 
perform the frequency drift measurements. Figure 20 is a photograph showing 
the measurement set up while Figure 21 shows the instrumentation 
interconnection for the frequency drift measurements. The measurement setup 
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used for the power drift measurement was identical to that used ~n the 
spectrum content measurements shown in Figures 17 and 18. 
The computer programs used to automate the frequency and amplitude drift 
tests and plot the meaured results were written in HP-85 Basic. A copy of the 
machine codes are given in Attachment IV. "FRQTST" is the program used for 
the frequency drift tests, "PWRTST" is the name of the program used for the 
power drift tests, and "PLTF/P" is used to plot the measured results from both 
the frequency and power drift tests. 
Both the frequency and power drift tests were performed by first storing 
an initial value for the frequency or power level measured at the start of the 
test. These measurements were then continuously repeated noting any 
deviations from the initial value. Measurements were repeated in 5 second 
intervals for the frequency drift measurements. The power drift measurements 
were made at each harmonic by using the controller to tune the spectrum 
analyzer from 5 to 200 MHz stopping at each harmonic for the amplitude 
measurement. An entire scan from 5 to 200 MHz took approximately 6 minutes, 
thus setting the sample rate for the power drift measurements at each 
frequency. The minimum length of the drift measurements ~s set at the 
beginning of the test; however, the controller automatically stopped the test 
when the transmitter turned itself off due to low battery voltage (the time of 
drop out was recorded). 
Figure 22 shows the results of the frequency drift measurement performed 
on spherical dipoles serial number 005 and 006. Note that the maximum 
frequency drift measured was slightly over 1 kHz which is well within the 
desired goal since a 4 kHz drift in 4 hours was desired. Also note that a 
battery life greater than 5 hours was realized which is also greater than the 
4 hour performance goal. 
A representative graph of the results of the amplitude drift measure-
ments is shown in Figure 23, which shows the results of the amplitude drift 
measurements of the 6th harmonic (30 MHz) for spherical dipole serial number 
006. The complete set of all the harmonics (30 - 200 MHz) is given in the 




The maximum drift of any of the harmonic signals for spherical 
number 005 ~s 0.25 dB and . the maximum drift of any of the 
serial number 006 is 0.75 dB. Note that these drift 
measurements are within the specified + 1.0 dB performance goal. 
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Figure 22. Frequency Drift of the 40th Harmonic Component of 
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Figure 23. Amplitude Drift of the 6th Harmonic Component of 
Spherical Dipole Serial Number 006 Dur ing Entire Battery 
Life. 
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3.3 Radiation Pattern Measurements 
The radiation characteristics of the spherical dipole source was 
specified to be equivalent to the donut pattern associated with an 
electrically small antenna. Specifically, the radiation pattern is to be 
omnidirectional in the plane normal to the axis of the dipole with less than 
+2 dB variation throughout an entire 360 degree rotation. The pattern is also 
specified to be a maximum in the plane going through the center of the dipole 
and normal to it. 
The radiation pattern measurements were performed on an outdoor field 
site utilizing a 9m by 6m wire screen ground plane. A biconical antenna was 
used as the receiving antenna since its bandwidth covered the entire 30 to 
200 MHz frequency range over which the radiation pattern measurements were to 
be per formed. Figure 24 is a photograph depicting the outdoor field site, 
antenna placement, and antenna mounting apparatus. Note that the spherical 
dipole is mounted on its associated plexiglas mount, which is placed on top of 
a styrofoam pedestal. The styrofoam pedestal is secured to the turntable 
platform used to rotate the spherical dipole for the radiation pattern 
measurements. The height of the spherical dipole center is approximately 
1 meter (within ± 1 em) above the ground plane. The biconical antenna is 
mounted on a wooden tripod approximately 1.5 meters (within ± 1 em) above the 
ground plane. 
A block diagram showing the instrumentation interconnection ~s given ~n 
Figure 25. The Miteq low noise, high gain preamplifier is used to set the 
receiving system sensitivity/noise figure. The Boonton narrowband amplifier 
~s used to selectively amplify the harmonic at which the pattern measurement 
~s to be performed while attenuating the relative amplitude of all the other 
harmonic signals and all the ambient signals which are outside its bandwidth. 
The Ailtech amplifier is then used to supply additional amplification to the 
signal. The Scientific Atlanta receiver measures the relative amplitude of 
the received signal and sends an output signal which is proportional to the 
received signal level to the Scientific Atlanta pattern recorder. The 
Scientific Atlanta positioner control unit is used to rotate the Scientific 
Atlanta turntable. The Hewlett Packard signal source is used to tune the 
Scientific Atlanta receiver and to verify the linearity of the receiving 
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Figure 24. Pictorial View of the Outdoor Field Site Antenna Set Up 






















































Block Diagram Identifying Instrumentation Interconnection 
for the Radiation Pattern Measurement Set Up. 
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system. The spectrum analyzer is used to tune the Boonton amplifier, check 
the received signal level, and verify that no interfering ambient signals are 
within the receiving system bandwidth. 
The vertical and horizontal polarization patterns were measured for both 
spherical dipole sources at each harmonic in the 30 to 200 MHz frequency 
region. However, several frequencies had to be skipped due to the presence of 
ambient signals in the environment which were at or near (within 1 MHz) the 
harmonic frquency to be measured and which were of sufficient amplitude to 
cause significant interference 1n the pattern measurements. The measurement 
procedure began by connecting the signal source to the Miteq preamplifier 
input and the output of the Ailtech amplifier to the spectrum analyzer. The 
output frequency of the Hewlett Packard signal genera tor was set to the 
desired harmonic frequency to be measured and the Boonton amplifier was tuned 
by maximizing the signal displayed on the spectrum analyzer. The output of 
the Ailtech amplifier was then connected to the input of the Scientific 
Atlanta receiver in order to tune it to the appropriate frequency. The 
linearity of the receiving system was then checked by decreasing the output of 
the signal source in 10 dB steps and noting that the pen on the chart recorder 
also decreased by 10 dB. After the linearity was checked the biconical 
antenna output was connected to the input of the Boonton amplifier and the 
output of Ailtech amplifier was reconnected to the spectrum analyzer in order 
to determine if any ambient signals were present which would interfere with 
the radiation pattern measurements. Finally, the output of the Ailtech 
amplifier was connected to the Scientific Atlanta receiver, the antennas were 
mechanically boresighted so that the pattern would be properly positioned on 
the chart paper, and a 360° azimuth pattern was plotted. This procedure was 
repeated at each frequency and for both polarizations. 
Figures 26 and 27 show representative radiation patterns of the 
spherical dipole sources for vertical and horizontal polarizations, 
respectively. These patterns were recorded on spherical dipole Serial Number 
005 at 195 MHz. The vertical polarization pattern, Figure 26, shows that the 
maximum deviation in the plane normal to the axis of the dipole is ~0.25 dB at 
195 MHz. The horizontal polarization pattern, Figure 27, is a typical pattern 
for an electrically small antenna (note the 90 degree, 3 dB beamwidth). The 
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Figure 26. Radiation Pattern for 360° Azimuth Rotation of 
Spherical Dipole Transmitter Aligned for Vertical 
Polarization. · 
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Figure 27. Radiation Pattern for 360° Azimuth Rotation of Spherical 
Di pole Transmitter Aligned for Horizontal Polar i zation. 
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complete set of vertical and horizontal polarization patterns are given ~n the 
"Performance Data" documents for each dipole [5-6], The maximum deviation of 
the vertical polarization patterns for either of the two dipoles is !1 dB, 
which is within the performance goal of !2 dB. The horizontal polarization 
patterns show that the specification requiring that the maximum energy be 
emitted in the plane going through the center of the dipole and normal to its 
axis ~s also met at every frequency. 
The output of the Scientific Atlanta receiver is proportional to the 
vector sum of all signals presented to its input that are within its 
bandwidth. Thus many of the radiation pattern measurements given in the 
"Performance Data" documents show the results of interference caused by 
ambient signais present in the environment. For example, Figure 28(a) shows 
the null filling which results from an ambient signal in the environment which 
is within the tuned frequency bandwidth of the receiver. Figure 28(b) shows 
the results of an ambient signal which is at the same frequency as the 
received harmonic signal, but has an amplitude which is much smaller than the 
harmonic signal and a phase angle which is between +90 and +270 degrees 
relative to the harmonic signal. The noisy signal shown in Figure 28(c) was 
not specifically identified, but could be the result of an amplitude modulated 
signal which is in the receiver bandwidth and has an amplitude approximately 
equal to or greater than the received harmonic signal. Also, a signal in the 
environment which is keyed on and off and is in the passband of the receiver 
will cause discontinuities in the pattern measurement as shown in Figure 
28(d). 
3.4 3-Meter Field Strength Measurements 
The 3-meter field strength measurements involves the calibration of 
the radiated field amplitude at a distance of 3-meters from the spherical 
dipole transmitter. Thus, these measurements must be performed on a test site 
which does not itself introduce errors into the measurements. Since an "ideal 
site" is not physically realizable, the measurements must be performed on a 
sit~ which approaches an ideal site and which has been tested to show its 
suitability. 
The 3-meter field strength measurements were performed on the two 
spherical dipole emission sources at American Bell's open field 3-meter site 
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Figure 28. Examples of Interference in the Measured Radiation Pattern 
Caused by Signals Present ~n the Ambient Environment 
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in Chester, New Jersey. This field site was built in accordance with FCC 
Bulletin OST55 7 , is enclosed in a completely nonmetallic tent structure to 
protect it from weather conditions, and utilizes an instrumentation area 
which is below the ground plane level. The suitability of this site has been 
determined by performing site attenuation measurements as detailed in 1 • 
The results of these measurements were then compared to the calculated site 
attenuation for an "ideal site." The results of these measurements are shown 
in Figure 29, along with the calculated results for an ideal site. As seen in 
Figure 29, the theoretical and measured values are within 3 dB, throughout the 
30 to 1000 MHz frequency range. 
Figures 30 and 31 are photographs of the open field 3-meter site showing 
an outside view of the all-weather tent structure and an interior v~ew depict-
ing the antenna placement and mounting apparatus for the field strength 
measurements. The spherical dipole is mounted 1 meter above the ground plane 
on its associated plexiglas mount, which ~s threaded onto an adjustable 
tripod. Tunable dipole antennas were used for the receiving antenna, and were 
mounted on a nonmetallic mount which allowed the dipole antenna's height above 
the ground plane to be remotely positioned to any height between 1 and 4 
meters. A block diagram of the instrumentation interconnection for the 3-
meter field strength measurements ~s shown in Figure 32. Note that an 
Elec trometric Interference Analyzer, Model EMC 25, ~s used as the field 
strength receiver. The audio speaker was used to detect interference caused 
by ambient signals in the electromagnetic environment. 
The field strength measurements were performed for both vertical and 
horizontal polarizations at each harmonic frequency starting at 30 MHz and 
ending at the harmonic frequency at which the field strength amplitude had 
decreased to a value which was less than the performance goal of 30 dB~ V/m. 
The measurement procedure began by manually adjusting the receiving dipole 
antenna to the proper length for the test frequency. After the receiver was 
tuned and calibrated at the test frequency, the receiving antenna's height 
above the ground plane was remotely scanned between 1 and 4 meters in order to 
find the maximum field strength level. If there were no ambient signals 
detectable through the tone emanating from the audio speaker which could cause 
interference in the measured field strength value, the received voltage level 
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SITE ATTENUATION AND VARIABILITY 
PER DOCKET 21371 (OCE BULLETIN NO. 44) 
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Figure 29. Measured Site Attenuation Results for the Open Field 
3-meter Site in Chester, New Jersey as Compared with the 
Calculated Results for an 11 ldeal Site11 • 
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Figure 30. Photograph of the All-Weather Tent Structure Used 1n the 
Chester, New Jersey 3-meter Open Field Site 
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Figure 31. Pictorial View of the Antenna Set Up Used for the Field 
Strength Measurements Performed at the Open Field 3-meter 
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Figure 32. Block Diagram Identi f ying Instrumentation Interconnect i on 
for the 3-me t e r Open Field Strength Measurements 
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at the receiver (attenuator plus meter reading), ~n dB~V, was recorded. The 
3-meter field strength level, in dB~V/m, was then determined by adding the 
antenna factor foi the receiving antenna, in dB/m, and the cable loss between 
the receiver and the antenna, in dB, to the received voltage level. 
Figure 33 illustrates the results of the 3-meter field strength measure-
ments for serial numbers 005 and 006. Measurements were made for both 
vertical and horizontal polarizations. Note that the 3-meter field strength 
levels for both sources are above the 30 dB~V/m desired field level from 30 
MHz through 335 MHz, which is well past the desired goal of 200 MHz. The 
specific field strength levels are tabluated ~n the "Performance Data" 
documents [5-6] for the two spherical dipole sources. 
3.5 Repeatability Measurements 
This section describes the measurements performed to determine the 
repeatability of the amplitude levels of the radiated field components. 
Various tests which were performed include amplitude changes as a result of 
power up/down, insertion of new batteries, and reassembling dipole halves 
after disassembly, temperature variations, and day-to-day performance. The 
repeatability measurements were performed in the radiated mode using the TEM 
chamber. The measurement setups used for these measurements are equivalent to 
those used in the spectrum content measurements and are illustrated in Figures 
12, 13, 16, and 17. In the radiated measurements care was taken to repeatably 
align the spherical dipole in a fixed position in the TEM cell for each of the 
repeatability tests. 
The radiated measurement r esults include the variations of the amplitude 
levels at each harmonic frequency between 5 and 200 MHz as a result of the 
following: (1) removi ng spher ical dipole f rom TEM cell and real i gnmen t 
without turning transmitter off, (2) turning transmitter off and back on 
without r emoving dipole from chamber, (3) a ss embly of spherical dipole after 
disassembly of the two hemispherical halves, (4) replacement of battery sets 
with both new and used batteries, and (5) day-to-day varia tions. The 
measurements were repeated two times for the first four categories given 
above, and over a 14 day period. Fi gure 34 shows the results of these 
measurements for both spherical dipoles. Note that the measured variations 
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Figure 33. Re s ults of the 3-meter Ope n Field Strength Measurements 
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The variations of the output field levels as a function of the ambient 
temperature were performed ~n a conducted mode in a environmental control 
chamber. Measurements were made at room temperature (25°C) and at the upper 
(39°C) and lower (15°C) tempeartures of the desired performance goal 
temperature range. These results are presented in Figure 35 for both 
spherical dipoles, and show that the desired goal of less than + 1 dB is 
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS 
A spherical dipole source was developed which could be used as a 
"standard radiating reference". Two identical prototypes have been 
constructed and calibrated. The dipoles are completely self-contained with 
no interconnecting cabling, thus eliminating variations in the radiated 
fields levels caused by cable placement and positioning. Figure 36 depicts 
one of the spherical dipoles mounted on its associated plexiglass mount, and 
Figure 37 ~s a view of the disassembled spherical dipole showing the 
transmitter circuitry and the feed posts. 
The performance results of the two sources are given in Table II. The two 
dipoles radiate a spectrum which consists of a comb of frequencies spaced in 5 
MHz increments. Over the frequency range of 30 to 335 MHz the field strength 
level is greater than or equal to 30 dBllV/m, measured at 3m horizontal 
separation. 
The amplitude of each signal component ~s repeatable within ± 1.0 dB, and 
the amplitude drift as a result of battery drain and thermal equilibrium is 
less than ± 0.8 dB throughout the entire battery life of 5- 5.5 hours. Also, 
the maximum fr equency drift is less than llOO Hz (for the 40th harmonic) 
during the battery lifetime. The radiation characteristics of the two tested 
spherical dipole sources are consistent with the radiation characteristics of 
an electrically small antenna. The measured omnidirectionality of the field 
~n the plane normal to the axis of the dipo l e is within ±1 dB for a complete 
360° rotation. 
If performance results for the two spherical dipoles (Table II) are 
compared to the desired performance goals (Table I) for the emission source, 
it is seen that the two working models meet or surpass all of the performance 
requirements of a "standard radiating reference". As a result, they can be 
used to compare and define variation in test sites used for r adiated emission 
measurements. 
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Figure 36. Spherical Dipole Source Placed on its Associated Mount 
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PERFORMANCE RESULTS OF THE TWO SPHERICAL DIPOLE SOURCES 
Frequency Range 
Emission Characteristics 







30 MHz - 200 MHz 
Continuous or Less Than 10 MHz 
Increments 
A Minimum Level of 30 dB~V/m 
Measured at 3-meter Horizontal 
Separation, Over Entire Frequency 
Range 
4 Hours Minimum 
Less Than 4 kHz Drift Over a Four 
Hour Interval 
Less Than + 1 dB Drift Over a 
Four Hour Interval 
Within + 1 dB 
Typical Dipole Donut Pattern 
Throughout Entire Frequency 
Range; Omnidirectional (Less 
Than + 2 dB Variation For 
360 D~gree Rotation) In Plane 
Normal to the Axis of the Dipole, 
and Maximum Field in Plane 
Going Through the Center of 
Dipole and Normal to It. 
PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
30 MHz - 335 MHz 
5 MHz Increments 
Minimum Level of 30 dB W /m 
Measured at 3-meter Horizontal 
Separation, Throughout 
Entire Frequency Range 
Greater Than 5 Hours for 
Two 9 Volt Alkaline Batteries 
Less Than 1100 Hz Drift at 
200 MHz During Entire Battery 
Life 
Less Than +0.8 dB Drift During 
Entire Battery Life 
Within + 1. 0 dB 
Typical Dipole Donut Pattern; 
Omnidirectional (Less Than 
+ 1 dB Variation For 360 
Degree Rotation) In Plane 
Normal to the Axis of the 
Dipole, and a Maximum Field 
in Plane Going Through the 
Center of Dipole and Normal 
to It. 
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AITACHMENT I 
MECHANICAL DRAWINGS FOR THE SPHERICAL DIPOLE 
The mechanical drawings for various pieces of the spherical dipole are 
given ~n this attachment and include the following: the two brass 
hemispherical sections, the two brass feed posts, the two brass attachment 
posts, the Delrin spacer ring, and the Delrin attachment ring. The assembly 
of the spherical dipole housing ~s given through a half-section cross-
sectional view. 
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS FOR THE SPHERICAL 
DIPOLE MOUNT AND ALIGNMENT TOOL 
The mechanical drawings for the spherical dipole mount and alignment jig 
are given in this attachment. The mechanical drawings include the cylindrical 
plexiglas mount, the half-cylinder plexiglas alignment tool, and the brass 
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ATTACHMENT III 
PARTS LIST OF THE TRANSMITTER CIRCUITRY 
FOR THE SPHERICAL DIPOLE 
The component values and model numbers are tabulated and given 1n this 
attachment for the transmitter circuitry of the spherical dipole source. The 
part number for each component listed correspond to the schematic diagrams 
given in Section 2.2 for the RF generator circuitry (Figure 7), the power 
supply circuitry (Figure 10), and the output indicator circuitry (Figure 12). 
III-1 
PARTS LIST FOR SIGNAL GENERATOR CIRCUIT 
. 1 Res1.stors 
Rl - 220 K Q 
R2 - 220 K Q 
R3 56 K Q 
R4 - 150 Q 
R5 - 150 Q 
R6 - 120 Q 
R7 - 1. 0 K rl 
R8 - 120 K Q 
R9 - 120 K Q 
RlO - 200 K Q 
Rll - 120 K Q 
Rl2 - 22 K Q 
Rl3 - 22 K Q 
Rl4 - 330 Q 
Rl5 22 K Q 
Rl6 - 1. 0 K Q 
Rl7 100 Q 
Rl8 - 120 Q 
Rl9 - 820 Q 
R20 - 3. 6 M Q 
R21 - 330 K Q 
R22 - 1.0 K Q 
. 2 Capac1.tors 
Cl - 1. 5 ].If 
C2 - 1. 5 ]..lf 
C3 1. 5 ]Jf 
C4 - 1. 5 J..lf 
C5 - 4 pf 
C6 - 110 pf 
C7 - 180 pf 
C8 - 1. 5 ]..lf 
C9 - 1. 5 ].If 
ClO - 47 J..lf 
Cll - 10 ].If 
Cl2 - 1. 5 ].If 
Cl3 - 1.5 ].If 
Cl4 - 1. 5 ].If 
Cl5 1. 5 J..lf 
Inductors 
Ll - 0.18 ]..lH 
12 - 0.1 J..lH 
13 - 33J..lH 
Transformers 
P - 3:1 Turns Ratio 
Diodes 
Dl - HP-5082-0815 
D2 - IN914 
D3 - IN914 
D4 - Red Led 
Transistors 
Tl - 2N5828 
T2 - 2N2222 
T3 2N3866 
T4 - 2N3904 
T5 - 2N3906 
Batteries 
Bl - 9V Alkaline 
B2 - 9V Alkaline 
Integrated Circuits 
ICl - MOT. (Kll52A-5.00) 
IC2 - LM2903N 
IC3 - PMI (REF-02) 
IC4 - LM317 
res - 7555N 
Switch 
SWl - Centralab (P-501) 
1. All resistors values are 10% tolerance except for RlO which is 
set for proper turn-off voltage (i.e., 12 V). 
2. All capacitors values are 10% tolerance. 
3. All inductors values are 10% tolerance. 
III-2 
ATTACHMENT IV 
FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE AUTOMATED TEST 
COMPUTER CODE DOCUMENTATION 
The software used to perform the automated frequency and amplitude drift 
measurements is documented in this attachment. The program entitled "FRQTST" 
performs the frequency drift measurements controlling the frequency counter, 
running the test, and storing the measured data on a magnetic tape. The 
programs entitled "PWRTST" performs the power drift test controlling the 
spectrum analyzer, running the test, and storing the measured data on a 
magnetic tape. The companion program entitled "PLTF/P" reads the data off the 
magnetic tape, lists the test parameters specified, and plots the frequency 
and amplitude drifts measured. The computer codes are written HP-85 basic for 
a HP-85 desk top controller . 
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-~-~ ·-) ...- ·.) L. :::L. + 1 
:140 IF L>lOO THE N 7000 
5150 AEORTIO 7 @ RES ET 7 
5160 ON TIM EO UT 7 GOSUB 50 00 
.J .;. / ~-.. · F:. E T L; F: J··-1 
6000 I COMP UTER ERRORS 
.SC··:)S I~- Ee. F-~N < 1 0:~. THEi•.! 601 0 
·=··) ~ . }..: ~;::· ~~ F: ~.:i\~ < 123 THEN .j040 
.:;; • • L . .:; _: ~ 3 F J :~, I h C ,_:. •) 2 2- I ER R L , ERR N 
;_:, (.: :2 c J: i··i ~~ G E ~ E: y c p ~: L -:: :t ., D ii D D ~ !! E F~ F: N = I 1 D D D 
5040 PRI NT USING 6050 i ERRL, ER RN rER RSC 
~ 0~· DISP USING 6050 ; ERR L ,E RRN ,E ~ RS C 
6030 : ~ ~ J E ' E, ERR L=' ,ilDD D, ' ERRN =' , DD D, " ERRSC =" rDDD 
;~.c· .~. c L.::.L +: .. 
ov1 v I F L: 100 TH E ~ RE TURN ELSE GOTO 7000 
tv0 u I END OF TEST SEQ UEN CE 
7010 A SS I G N ~ 2 TO ~ : CLOSE ~ A S T DA TA FILE 




- .,. _ . - · ... - i ;:_ -: · i 
:· :· c. G ~-.. l i l' I ' ~·~F. .-. -... .. ·-1 1 
lJ L ~ ST UP DA TE: 04/18/83 
. ... 
. _ .. ·-· 
.l .·. ··-' 
.i • .:. ~--
I~ITIAL SETUP STUFF 
.~\ ·• _ .. ..- · • , ' • I •, ,:. · " ,-. 
' j i" ' .i. ;_; ;'~ -=-· i"l .::;. c_ 
:i c. i 
··.3E ;.-~ T i !Jt-.. : 
Ui'-~ ;_; :::E D - -~ BUT 
~ · v ~~~ : "NG M ~ER J F 3ECONil3 IN ~N riGUR ' iQ IN PUT T6 
.; 
...... - J __ : t f' 
",-,..... ,-, ..... II I .·•, 
l C:.O I . i i_:! I NF'UT 
' ·· ·' ·;- S T:: v ·:· ;~, 
; . •) ·_; 
.:. ;·-. ::: ,-·. t\ ; H ~ :·'I \ 
·- - ·.J; 
: · • •. . = ,.; h - L : 
;... • .. . : ; . ri;l /·. .. "'\ -. -·-·· !,.... ;_:,; ',} ... ;-. i·i i 1· 
,_ • .:. 
'~ }~ .·. ·., . s :·· 
- i. 
IV-6 
r· . . ,. i ,·. 
- ... . ~ - :~ .-.. ·, 
·' .., , , .. i ... ..... · ,~ ._: 
610 GJ TPUT 70 1 i' FMA i CEN" 
.. ,... ,.- ; -. ,.- ,-
1 t. .:1 7 r; r..:. r· ONi~ I D N A ~ i C2 S ? EA " 
);-; : ~- ). ') :._; :,_; 
3T ART HERE 3INCE I NITI AL REA DINGS ~RE J ATA TO O 
.._ . ..:_ " f , ; I '- ·1-
' ' ._: ... \ / 
~ c ~; g GC SUB 312C 
~ - ~" ~ TO -~ ? 3TEF -1 
u~ O i F ~ 0Y Z PS> > 110 THEN 88 0 
.. , '· · \..' ~- _.. '\ C IJ U L :;:; i\~ 0 T ~- I i'--~ D f I F. S i H ?1 F: i·l; 0 N I C ~ 
;~ T ;_::: :,; EL 
·=·· ·: ,j 
"J.;. :i - ' 
>1 : -:-··: . i ·:· : .-. -· 
W . : • , '-• I ; 'J J.. - , · .. '.J ~· ;~~ :·.R -;·1 
c -
""' ·.--.- . . ,4 . 
· . ..-. - . ·r ' ' -- ,... 
-: - ;•; ;--i - :- u i. j'·-~ ' ( 
··- · -- ..... ,.. - .... .. .-, 
: •.. .::. i· l ;-_ r . :v' ~- • ~ · 
.1-.~ ' ) I " " '-• . • ' 
IV-7 
-· ' _, ·-·=' '·. il:; .t } .::. !-. 
~~ ' ,.... ', I ~ ' ' .• ·~ . r·~ ::.. ;\ : ;-: 
1000 ; PRINTING INITIAL VALUES SECTION 
! ··:--: /'. 
..!. ·.i .-.:.. ··~· 
; . ·.j '" ·~' : f. i ) T 
~0 27 PRINT USING ·~ ' 
FREQ (MHzl POW ER LEVEL 1d Bml ' 
~060 PR!NT USING '2 /" 
11 VV : STORE SETUP INFQ AND INITIAL DATA ON TAPE 
1~05 DISP ' ' 0 DISP 'STORING INITIAL DATA' @ BEEP 
.:. 1 u.j :.·.it~ I: 1·:~oo 
@ F1HSJ='3U' 
1120 PRINT USING ' 3/" 
l i~O S?EATE F l~ , 5 
11 40 ~SSIGNi 1 f G Fi$ 
ll.~C· PRIN T~: 1 ~ S(., )::- F3 
t1 70 ; ALL DO NE STORING--CLOS E FILE 
:150 A2S IG Nt 1 TO * 
20 00 : riA!~ DA TA LOG GING LOOP 
20 10 ; SET UP FI LE STUFF 
~: t· .~: c· :\ ::_; :_ 1 i? n --l ~: :) 
• · · CRE~ T E ~ IRST FI LE 
;··tE >.:i H 
~ ,~: ' HE~E WE GO : 
~ 1~£ DISP ' ' 2 DISP "H ERE 0E .-. r~ ' " ;..:;1_1 ! !~ 3EE P 
210~ IF TlME~ T S T ~EN 7000 
2i07 ~IS? USiNG 2108 ; TIME / T6 
2i0S i M0GE ' TIME IS ', DD .DD, ' HOURS INT G TES T' 
~~~ ~ : GET POWER D~ T A 
.:.. • .:.... - ,J ~ ;:. H .:. :: · H l -~· H :::: >-.~ 2 2 3 C· 
-~ ~-- ::. _, !::, D :~: ~_: [·. 3 .. :i -~ C J T U l·-! E T G 1 l r·, ~ ; HiiRi'i F:DUTI!"-.!E 
:3 :.:~! : Ci '2 ? :t ·=: 
IV-8 
2275 DISP USING 2276 ; H,D,TIME/T6 
2 ~85 3G3UB 4550 I CHECK ~OR ~ E AD 3ATTERY 
~~l~ IF N4 > ~ 7 2 THEN GOSUB 3520 
NE/T H 
c; cr o 21 o s 
\ SUBRUUT .INE :~~; 
J l v u TU NE W/ 0 REGARD TO INITIAL DATA 
~ = HARM TD GO TO i H2 =PRESENT HARM TUNED TO 
WAIT 50 G 
,~ . . ~- •.: ;:i : ___ ; T F L T . .., n .. ... •,} 1 
- ~· ~- .. + u H S ::  H 
!200 ! TUNE W/ ~EG A R D TO I NI TI AL DAT A 
~2 1 0 H ~ H~R ~ TO GDTO i HS=?RESENT HARM 
323 C Z $ ~ '7U N ' @ Zi[ 5J=VAL$IFH R(Fit(H-H8 l l ) 
3240 OU TP UT 701 ;z$ 
3310 OU TPUT 70 i ~ " CEN' 
~ _, -..:· •,) C: :_: T F' U T 7 0 1 7 Z t-
-· . :· ~~ \) :.~ ~ -~ : T 3 ·.=:· ..  :• 
·=• '; C ·..: t.~ ~'· = ·-r ' I ' ' ' 
IV- 9 
3320 ASSIGNi 2 TO ~ 
~2J v IF N5<9~ THEN 3570 
~~o ~ D:S? "FiLE ERROR--TOO MANY FILES--PROGRAM 2AUSED" 0 BEEP @ PAUSE 
3570 F2~[5J=VAL$(N5 ) 
33?0 F~\[5] ='0 ' 0 F2$[6J=VAL $(N5J 
36 10 AS3IGNi 2 TO F2$ 
~ 00 3 : F~~-GET NUMB ER FROM POINT 3TRING 
~} G 1 C L: E r~· F P '{ ( F ·;, > ::: :,) ~~ L :~ ~· ~~ [ P 0 S ( P ·$ ~ ~ ~ " ~· + 1 J ~~ 
~v~u ; FNR-RCUND NUMBE RS IN THE MILLIONS CFRE Ql 
4100 ! FNP- AV~PAGED ?OWER JVER S RE~DINGS 
··:·.:. .:: •._.r ~; :::. .. ) 
4160 ~N T ~ R 70 1 ; P$~ S=S~FNY(P$l 
.. ~. ~ ,... C: i·~E::.(T Z 
:{. l :~~ 0 s .:.: s / 5 
~3 00 DE~D BATT ER Y CHECK 
;3 10 C2ITER!JH iS 3 PRESELECTED HAR MON ICS HAVE LEVELS 
J -::. M2 dB GR MORE ~O~N 
. r- ·' -.. .. . _: ·-r• ... 
~ EEP CU~RENT H IF NOT DEAD BATTER Y 
4~60 FOR C7 =1 TG ~ 
TUNE TO H~~M TO CHECK 
.~ c ~ c ~ FNP-SiHr2 l 
--~ :::· ::, 0 I F :; ~~. '3 ~ C .) · :~ iA 2 T HE I·-~ ~, t· w ·.) 
··'·<· :.o ;,;E :.: ·:· c·:· 
~o~v : ~~~ TER1 =s JE~~- PUT DELIMI TER uN END GF FILE 
.. _i •. ::· --~· • ...: ~=- ~\ I ;--~ T -~ :: :: T " ,. C S ~ -· 9 '7· r T I f1 E 
~645 !M~GE 'B~TTERi IS DEAD@ ",DD,DD,' HOUR S" 
"r . ,-, · - · - - .-. - . • -.-; 
L .< :.) ·::. ;· ·-•. .. ::..;·:-:. 
IV-10 
j~ t O P RiN ~ 'SP~CTRUM ANALYZER I /0 ERRO R' 
3120 DISP 'SPECTRUM ANALYZER I/0 ERROR" 
:.:_;.:. .• :.\.} ~=-·L + i 
IF L~100 THEN 7000 
··- ::;·, ·-· ... ·-· ,_. ASJRTIO 7 0 RESET 7 
~1 6 0 JN TIMEOUT 7 GOSUB 3000 
O~ JU i :GM P ~ TER ERRO RS 
oC0~ IF ERRN <:O O TH EN 6010 
.: •• t ;:; F:'\Ii'.: T USIIIG .~ 02 0 ; E:R RL ?ERR t·i 
=vi~ DISF US ING 6020 ; ERR L,E RRN 
6C20 IMAGE 'E, ERR~=· ,DDDD r.' ERRN=',DDD 
~040 ~ RI~T US I NG 6050 ; ERRL , ERR N, ERR SC 
60 ~~ ~ISP USING 6050 ; ERRL,ERRN,ERRSC 
.:. C: 5 0 l i•; H G E , E ; f. F~ ~~ L ::: fl ~ D D D l! , ~ E F: R N = , ~ D D D , " E P F~ S C == !! , D D D 
:' •. _;f.) '.) 
I ·-1 1..·: 
L.. ·· L., I J. 
=F L<lO O THE N RETURN ELSE GOT O 7000 
: ~ N~ OF T~Sl SE QUEN CE 
7 ·H ·~· :'; 3 3 I G i ·~ 'i: 2 i 0 i~ : C L 0 :3 E U1 S T D AT ?t F I L E 
7040 DIS F 'T EST OVER-LOAD DATA PLOTTING ' @ DI SP 'PRO GR AM ' PLT F/P'' 0 BE~ 
IV-11 
10 PLOTTING AND DATA MANIPULATION PROGRAM FOR DRIFT DATA 
15 PROGRAM 'PLTF/P' 
20 USE WITH PROGRAMS 'PWRTST', 'FRQTST', AND 'F/PTST' 
30 WRITTEN BY JOHN HOTCHKISS 
40 DATE 10/13/82 
50 LAST UPDATE 3/17/83 
60 INITIAL SETUP STUFF 
70 ON ERROR GOSUB 6000 
75 SET TIMEOUT 7~25000 
78 ON TIMEOUT 7 GOSUB 7000 
80 CLEAR 
90 DISP "INITIALIZING' 
100 OPTION BASE 1 
110 REAL D(200l,T(200),S(50,2l?E(50),T3(50l 
120 REAL D,D9,Fl,F3,H,H1,H3,H5,H6,H7,H9,L 
130 REAL M1,M2,N,N1,N41N5,P,P1,P9,R1,R2,R5,S,T,T6,T7,T8,T9,X,Y,z 
140 DIM C$[100J,C1Sl1SJ,C2S[18J,DS[18JlF1$[18J,F2t[18J,Nt[18J 
150 DIM QS[l8J,Q1$[18J,TSC18J,Z$[18J,z1S[18J,z2S[18J 
200 CLEAR @ BEEP 
210 DISP 'DATE OF TEST IN FORM MM/DD/YY ?' @ DISP 'INCLUDE LEADING ZEROS 
' @ INPUT DS 
220 F1S=D$[1,2J @ F1$[3,4J=DS[4,5J @ F1S[5J='SU' 
DISP 'INSERT DATA TAPE INTO TAPE' @ DISP 'READER AND THEN PRESS CONT 
INUE" @ BEEP @ PAUSE 
230 DISP 'LOADING SETUP INFORMATION' @ WAIT 1000 
240 ASSIGNl 1 TO F1$ 
250 READI 1 N$,DS,CS,T9,T6,F1rH1,H3,H9,R1,R2,M1,M2 
260 READt 1 S(,),F3 
265 ASSIGNt 1 TO * 
270 DISP 'SETUP INFO READ INTO HP85' @ BEEP 
280 DISP 'DO YOU WANT HARD COP)'~@ INPUT Q$ 
290 IF QS[lr1J="Y' THEN PRINTER IS 2 ELSE PRINTER IS 1 
295 PRINT USING '2/' 
300 PRINT 'HARMONIC POWER TEST' 
305 PRINT USING '/" 
310 PRINT "DATE! ";D$ 
320 PRINT 'SERIALI OF ANTENNA! ';Ns 
330 PRINT USING 340 T9 
340 IMAGE "DURATION OF TEST: ",DD,' HOURS" 







"BASE FREQUENCY: ',DDD.DDD,'MHZ' 
USING 380 i H1 
380 'FIRST HARMONIC RECORDED! '•DD 
390 PRINT USING 400 ; H9 
400 IMAGE 'LAST HARMONIC RECORDED! 'rDD 
430 PRINT USING 440 ; Rl 
440 IMAGE "FREQUENCY RESOLUTION: ',DDD,' HZ' 
450 PRINT USING 460 ; R2 
460 IMAGE "POWER RESOLUTION! "D,DD1' dB' 
462 PRINT 'COMMENTS:' 
464 PRINT C$ 
466 DISP USING '/' 
468 DISP "HIT CONT WHEN DONE READING DATA' @ BEEP @ PAUSE 
470 DISP 'DO YOU WANT INITIAL VALUES PRINTED";@ INPUT QS 
IV-13 
472 IF QS[lrlJ~'N" THEN 484 
473 PRINT USING '3 / ' 
474 PRINT ' FREQ(MHZl INITIAL VALUE' 
476 FOR H=Hl TO H9 
478 PRINT USING 480 ; IPCF1*H/1000000t,5l,S(H,2) 
480 IMAGE SX,DDD,11X,SDD,DDD 
482 NEXT H 
484 DISP USING •;• 
486 DISP 'WHEN PLOTTING POWER DRIFT DATA,' @ DISP 'DO YOU WANT TO ENTER 
VALUES OR' 
487 DISP "SHOULD THE COMPUTER USE STORED" @ DISP 'VALUES' 
488 DISP 'E=YOUR OWN,C=COMPUTER' @ BEEP 
489 INPUT Q1S@ Q1$=Q1$[1,1J 
490 DISP USING '3/" 
500 TAPE OPERATION 
510 
520 
I FIND NUMBER OF FILES-N5 
I AND LAST RECORD NUMBER-N4 
I ALSO FIND LAST TIME T8 
527 DISP "SEARCHING DATA FOR LAST FILE' @ WAIT 1000 
530 ON ERROR GOTO 620 
540 F2S=F1$[lr4J @ T8=T6*T9 
550 FOR N5=1 TO 99 
560 IF N5 <10 THEN 580 
570 F2S[5J =VALS (N5) @ GOTO 590 
580 F2S[5J='O' @ F2$[6J =VAL$CN5l 
590 ASSIGNI 2 TO F2S 
600 ASSIGNt 2 TO ~ 
610 NEXT N5 
620 ! N5 NOW HAS NUMBER OF LAST FILE tl 
630 N5=N5-1 
640 IF N5 <10 THEN 660 
650 F2SE5J =VALSCN5 > @ GOTO 670 
660 F2SE5J=•o• @ F2$[6J=VALtCN5) 
670 ASSIGNI 2 TO F2 $ 
680 I NOW FIND LAST RECORD N4 + LAST TIME TB 
690 ON ERROR GOTO 750 
70 0 FOR N4=1 TO 72 
71 0 READ! 2 ; TS,H1D~T 
715 IF TS =' T' THEN TB =T 
720 NEXT N4 
740 ! N4 NOW HAS LAST RECO RD NUMBER t 1 
750 N4 =N4-1 
760 ASSIGNI 2 TO * 
770 ON ERROR GOSUB 6000 I RE TUR N TO NORM AL ERROR HANDLER 
780 : ADJUST LENG TH OF TES T T9 FOR PLO TS TO NEX T EVE N HOUR AFTE R BA TTE RY 
DEAD 
790 T7 =IP<TB/ T6t, 9999 ) 
800 IF RMDCT7 , 2l =O THEN a~n 
810 T9=T7tl @ GOTO 830 I HRS ODD 
820 T9 ~ T7 I HRS EVEN 
830 : ALL DON E DOI NG TAP E FI LE STUFF 
1000 I READ I N AND ANAL YZE DATA SECTI ON 
10 10 
1020 GDSUB 1500 I ASSIGN KEY S AN D FU NCTIO NS, ETC 
IV-14 
1030 GOTO 1030 I KEEP ITSELF BUSY: 
1100! PLOT Ff.:EQUENCY D(iTA 
1105 GOSUB 1700 I CLEAR EVERYTHING, UNASSIGN KEYS 
1110 DISP 'FREQUECY DRIFT PLOTTING' 
1120 DISP "LOADING FREQUENCY DRIFT DATA' 
1130 Cl$='F' @ C2~~'E' @ H7=H3 
1140 GOSUB 2000 GET DATA 
1150 GOSUB 3000 PLOT IT 
1160 GOSUB 1500 I REASSIGN FUNCTION KEYS,ETC 
1170 RETURN 
1200 I SINGLE POWER PLOT SECTION 
1205 GOSUB 1700 ! UNASSIG N FUNCTION KEYS,ETC 
1210 DISP 'S I NGLE HARMONIC POWER DRIFT' @ DISP 'PLOTTING SECTION' 
1220 DISP 'WHICH HARMONIC TO PLOT' 
1230 INPUT H7 
1240 DISP 'LOADING POWER DRIFT DATA FOR' @ DISP 'HARMONIC t•;H7 
1250 ClS:'P' @ C2S='G" 
1260 GOSUB 2000 GET DATA 
1270 GOSIJB 5000 ! PLOT IT 
1280 GOSUB 1500 I RE ASSIGN FUNCTION KEYS 
1290 RETURN 
1300 I MULTIPLE POWER PLOT SECTION 
1305 GOSUB 1700 
1310 DISP 'MULTIPLE HARMONIC POWER DRIFT" @ DISP 'PLOTTING SECTION' 
1320 DISP "FIRST HARMONIC TO BE PLOTTED' @ INPUT H5 
1330 DISP 'LAST HARMONIC TO BE PLOTTED' @ INPUT H6 
1340 C1$="P' @ C2S="G' 
1350 FOR H7=H5 TO H6 
1360 DISP 'LOADING POWER DRIFT DATA FOR' @ DISP 'HARMONIC t'iH7 
1370 GOSUB 2000 GET DATA 
1380 GOSUB 5000 PLOT IT 
139 0 NE XT H7 
140 0 GOSUB 1500 I REASSIGN FUNCTION KEYS 
1410 F.:ETURN 
1500 : SU BROUTINE TO ASSIGN FUNCTIO N KE YS AND ISP ME NU 
1510 ON KEYt 5,• FREQ' GOS UB 1100 
1520 ON KEYi 1,' PLOT' GO SUB 1100 
1530 ON KEYi 6,'SINGLE' GOSUB 1200 
1540 ON KEYt 2,'PWR PLT' GOSUB 1200 
1550 ON KEYt ?,'MULTIPLE' GDSUB 1300 
1560 ON KEYi 3,'PWR PLT' GOSUB 1300 
1 ~7 0 ON KEYI 8r' END ' GOTO 9000 
1580 ON KEYI 4 GOT O 9000 
1590 CLE AR @ KEY LABEL 
1600 DISP 'PRESS KEY FOR FUNCTIO N DESIRED' 
l .S10 f\ETU f~N 
17 00 I u r .. ; r,s s I sr-1 Ai_L I': EY3, ET C 
1 "''- ·' 
.L / l ~! or-F i< EYif l G~ OFF t\ EYt '1 ... 
OFF {'; E'{ t .j @ OF F ~. EYl 4 
DFF r<E Y : ~ ' @ OFF t<En 6 ~ ; 7 ."\ "' ! ·.J l.i 
CFF i<EY ·li: "j 1 .. OFF r:E'fl 8 
2000 : 3UBROUTINE TO READ IN DATA ARRAY FROM TAPE FILES 
IV-15 
~v1v ~lS=GOOD DATA,C2$=BAD 
2020 SE~RCH THROUGH ALL FILES 
2(• :::_ ~5 1 :S UFr ER i 2 i1 UST BE CLOSED 
1130 ZERO ARR~YS 
2040 FOR Z=l TO 200 
205J D<Z>=O @ T<Zl=O 
=:06C ~~EXT Z 
~u;u FOR Z=1 TO 50 
2080 ECZl= 0 t T3(Zl=O 
2 1 !) \;. F' := 1 G F' l " i 
2110 FOR N=l TO N5 
?~30 I~ N<lO THEN 2150 
2:40 F2$[5J=VAL$CNl @ GOTO 2160 
2150 F2$[5J='O' @ F2SC6J=VALSCNl 
.c1ov ASSIGNt 2 TO F2$ 
2170 IF N=N5 THEN N3=N~ ELSE N3=72 
21S O FOR Nl=l TO N3 
2190 READt 2 ; TirHtDrT 
2195 IF H<>H7 THEN 2250 
2:::00 IF TS=Cl$ THEN 2230 
?210 IF T!=C2S THEN 2240 
2220 GCTO 2250 I GOOF OR 'T' RECORD 
2230 DlP)=D @ TCPl=T @ P=P+l @ GOTO 2250 
224C ECPll=D @ T3CP1l=T @ Pl=Pltl 
'2:2:::() NEXT Nl 
::26C: NEXT N 
226 5 ASSIGNt 2 TO * 
2270 I ADJUST ENDPOINT OF ARRAY 
2280 IF P=l THEN TC2l=T8 @ P9=2 @ GOTO 2300 
2290 IF TCP-ll<TB THEN T(Pl=T8 @ DCP>=DCP-ll @ P9=P ELSE P9=P-1 
2300 F'8=P:-J. 
2310 ! FIND MAX DEVIATION D9 
2330 ~OR Z=l TO P9 
2340 IF 09<ABS!D(Z)l THEN D9=ABS!DCZ)) 
2350 i·I. E;< T Z 
2360 F:E :URN 
3000 : PLOT FREQ DATA 
~010 DISP '' @ DISP 'SET UP PLOTTER AND HIT CONTINUE" @BEEP 
3020 F'(iU:::;E 
3030 ABDRTIO 1 @ RESET 7 
:>>H; E;:: ::: F' 0 L L \ ? 0 6 ! ' :3 E E IF P L 0 TT E F: I S THERE 
3050 P~OTTE~ IS 706 
~v;u CSIZE 6 ~ LORG 1 @ LDIR lrO 
:. · · , ·= 1 C :.) E 5 :) 1 8 ~~ L t1 B E L ' T ' 
;nso MOVE 55,3@ LABEL 'TIME CHOURSl" 
~·J'i•: {1;J'h: 277?4 .;J U'lBEL 'Fi.:EQUENCY DF:IFT TEST 'iii$ 
: ' 1 · :::21:C:::>~CL-5~·U 
-. ~ :. '< ; i 0 ') ::: ;:> ~· :• 3 ·:. I' L :, ~-~ E: L ' C E r·j T E F: F F: E 0 ; " i Z 1 t ; ' •. ' ; Z 2 ·~ ; ' i'l Hz ' 
IV-16 
3240 MOVE 12,36 G LABEL 'DRIFT IN Hz' 
0 ~~ u CSIZE 3 @ LDIR 1,0 @ LORG 6 
326 0 MOVE 2u,13 @ LABEL '0' 
3270 LOCATE 20~120,15,85 
3280 SCALE OrT9,-1Q,10 
~ , 10 LORG 8 @ LDIR 1,0 
3320 SCALE 20,120,-lQQO,tOOO 
3330 FOR P= - 1000 TO 1000 STEP 100 
334 0 MOVE 19, 5,p @ LABEL P 
-:· -z C" ,. ... 
._, '~ ... J ·J 
336 0 
· .. i ~ ~ .:;.. \) 
NE XT F' 
LORG ,j 
SCfiLE iJ:T'7~15,85 
f-"OF F=1. TO T'i 
~DV E p,43 @ LABEL P 
NE\:· F' 
SCALE Q,T9r-lOOO,t000 
MG!JE 0 10 
I DF:t1W DATA 
F 0 R F' '~ 1 T 0 P 9 
X=T<Pl / T6 @ Y=D<Pl 
DR,;L·J X 1 Y 
NE :< T f' 
3J,SG PENUF· 
3490 OUTPUT 706 ;'IN' 
~..::95 BEEF 
3500 DISP 'DO YOU WISH TO MAKE ANOTHER' @ DISF' 'PLOT OF THE SAME DATA'i@ 
INF'UT Q$ 
3510 IF Q$[1,1J = 'Y' THEN 3010 
:~52 0 f.:E T !JRI'i 
5000 ; PLOT POWE R DA TA 
50 03 I F Ql$ = 'E ' THE N 5007 
5005 R5=S<H7,2 ) @ GOTO 5010 
3007 DI SP ' EHTER ABSOLUTE POWER LEVEL FOR PLOT' @ BEEP @ I NP UT RS 
50 10 DISP ' ' @ DISF 'SET UP PLOTTER AND HI T CONTINUE' @BEE P 
5030 AB ORT I O 7 @ RESE T 7 
:;o<.;) S:::SF'OLL ( 70 1:,! ; SEE IF F'LOTTE R. I S THEF: E 
:~50 PLO TT ER IS 706 
~ 060 LIMI T Q,260 r0 r200 
~v· v C Si ~E 6 8 LDRG 1 @ LDIR 1, 0 
507 5 OU TPU T 7 06 ;•vs 5' 
5078 MOV E 33, 3 @ LAB EL 'T' 
5080 MO~E 55 r8 @ LAB EL ' TI ME (HOURS l" 
50? 0 MOVE 27 ,?4 ~ LABE L ' PO WER DR IF T TE ST 'i Di 
~ 1 00 Z S =V AL$( lP(F lt~7/ 1 0 00000+.5 ll 
~~ ~ .~ ·.J :·i D 'J i:: n 1 s ·7 ·~ Ui E: E L • H ;, R r~ oN I c 1 • ; H 7 ; ' \ I ; z i. ; • h Hz :. • 
5132 R5 = SG N ' R 5l*~IP\ ABS(R5l l+I PCFP (ABS<R 5l l*1 0 +. 5 l/10l 
~l34 ~S ~ V ~L$i i ~ 1 2 3 + iO l l @ L ~ LEN (ZS l 
Si~~ ZlS = Z$ [1,~-iJ Q Z 2$ = Z S [L~ 
:_j J : c, i'i c.:,' ::: 2 7 , t:: 4 c) i..J, E: a · :::: E F E f( EN c E ;_ E ~~ E u · ; z 1 $ ; • , I ; z 2 $, ; I :.:1 B n' • 
:_) ~ .; 0 : :t· '..'i.~ ~'.C, , 70 ,; ;_,, BE L 'D RIFT LESS THAi·l THE F\E SOLUTION' 
IV- 17 
~1:v MOVE 3Q,.6~ @ LABEL 'OF THE SPECTRUM ANALYZER" 
~240 MOV E i2,22 @ LABEL "POWER DRIFT IN dB' 
52~0 CSIZE 3 2 LDIR ltO @ LORG 6 
5260 MOVE 20113 @ LABEL "0' 
5~7 0 LOCATE 20r120,15,85 
~280 SCALE Or T9, -3,3 
~310 LOR G 8 @ LDIR 1,0 
5320 SCALE 20 • 120,-3,3 
~;::::50 FOF: i-':.·-3 TO 3 STEF' 1 
5340 MOV E 19 ,5,? @ LABEL P 
,_ : ._', / '.! 
~~ ~:·: lj c 
~-:_;3 ·:.:.o 
. ..:.1 ·~:- 1. \) 
.,. ,, 'r 
. .J '•J i) 
~-~4 70 
548G 
i'iE \ T F' 
')CJ,; LE 0;T 9 d5,85 
F D F: F' ::: 1 T 0 T 9 
MOV E P?48 @ LABEL P 
NE;<T F' 
::;cr:1LE 0 :-'1 9,-3,3 
j'oj iJ I)E Q I iJ 
I DFi(\W DAT?1 
FGr: F-' ::: 1 TO P9 
X= T<Pl / T6 @ Y=D<Pl 
D F:r~1W X 1 Y 
NE>:T F' 
F'EHUF' 
DU TF'UT 706 ;'IN" 
BE EF' 5 !~95 
5500 DISF' 'DO YOU WISH TO MAKE ANOTHER' @ DISP 'PLOT OF THE SAME DA TA';@ 
I NF'UT 1) '1> 
55 10 IF Q$[1,1J ="Y 1 THEN 5010 
55 20 RET UF:N 
ovvu DI SP 'COMPUTER ERRORI I 
.)005 DISP 'EF: ~: L = ' iERRLi I ERRN=' iERRN 
•) •·' l 'u' F' :'i U S E 
.':,020 ~:E TUF: I·i 
7000 DISP 'i / O ERROR!' 
7 i) 0 ~ D I sF' • EF: F: L::: ' 7 E R F: L ' ' E F: R N :: I ; E R F: t'i 
7 0 l. G :-· P. U S E 
.7020 ~.: E TUF: \"-J 
I V-18 
